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Humor 
 

Chapter 1 – Pit Bulls, “Stand by Your Man,” and the Hunger Games 
 

Years ago, Tammy Wynette admonished women to "stand by your man." But judging by Ray Rice's 
assault on his (at the time) fiance Janay Palmer, it would seem that Janay was unable to stand at all. In 
fact, the last time I saw them together on that by-now-iconic video, she was not standing, but lying face-
down and being dragged, rag-doll limp and unconscious, across the elevator-door threshold by her now-
husband Ray Rice, rather like a human-shaped football being carried triumphantly across the goal line 
after a heroic third-and-long play. The Baltimore Ravens organization even cheered in a Tweet regarding 
Mrs. Rice’s alleged “role” in the assault:  Janay Rice says she deeply regrets the role that she played 
the night of the incident. It is unclear precisely what that “role” was, beyond perhaps having the temerity 
to allow her head to get in the way of Ray Rice’s flying cantaloupe-sized fist. It’s also good to know that 
the Ravens have become so proficient in employing the standard defense in cases of rape and spousal 
abuse: blame the victim, then stonewall. All that was missing, no doubt because of the 140-character 
limit, was for the Ravens front office PR flacks to issue a schadenfreude-laden admonition to Janay to 
perhaps wear longer skirts next time.  An “oldie, but goodie,” that! 

At one point, it was equally unclear how John Harbaugh, head coach of the Ravens, and his staff could 
have missed seeing the video, as Harbaugh, in yesterday’s (8 September) news conference, alleges they 
did, for as long as they did. However, anonymous sources close to the Ravens front office assert that 
Harbaugh and the senior leadership of the Baltimore Ravens were on a recruiting and scouting mission 
prospecting for incipient football talent among university undergraduates on the outer moons of Saturn, 
and at the time the assault occurred, their spacecraft experienced a catastrophic failure of its entire 
polarization-modulated tachyonic  communication system. This explains why, at the time of the one-
sided “Battle of the Elevator,” Harbaugh & Co. missed seeing the video, whereas itinerant nomadic yak-
herders wandering the wastes of central Siberia could watch it in high-def on their LTE-enabled Apple 
devices, courtesy of their local ISP YurtNet. Of course,  NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell, leaving no 
gut unbusted in the process of earning his nearly $200,000 per week 2014 salary, acted with 
characteristic lapidary clarity, suspending Rice for … well … gee! … OK … two games then … well … 
gee! … OK … re-thinking the penalty in the wake of the public outcry and suspending Rice for … well 
… gee! … OK … six games … whereupon the Ravens leadership, independently of the NFL and having 
returned from their harrowing Saturn excursion, kicked Rice out of the ball club altogether. This is 
especially encouraging when one considers this affair within the context of the Michael Vick / dog-
fighting controversy, in which Vick was suspended indefinitely in 2007. It will be interesting to see if 
the parallel between Vick and Rice holds to the point that Rice, like Vick, gets a second chance to be 
involved, in some capacity, with professional football. My money says he will, despite the fact that the 
NFL apparently has a “zero-tolerance” policy toward the abuse of biological organisms the NFL 
considers to be domesticated animals … like pit-bulls and wives. 

By the time this is published – I’m writing this on 9 September – the “Battle of the Elevator” will be old 
news, of course, not fit even for an ad-libbed Bill Maher monologue riff. We won’t even remember who 
Ray and Janay Rice are, much less why they were once newsworthy. (Show of hands: before I brought 
it up just now, who remembered Michael Vick and what he did?) We have apparently arrived at the point 
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where the half-life of sports-figure-abuse stories is even shorter than that of school-shootings-by-young-
sociopath-ammosexuals stories – which is to say somewhat shorter than the half-life of the lithium-10 
isotope. But there are some enduring lessons to be drawn, nevertheless, lessons that will persist long after 
the Ray Rice / Janay Rice / “Battle of the Elevator” story has lost its “legs”. 

Ravens head coach John Harbaugh 
 
o The ongoing need to address issues of safety in high-school, even junior-high-school, football. 

Now, from a rational standpoint which takes into account the vulnerability of adolescent brains and 
nervous systems to catastrophic traumatic brain injury – to name just one example – and to related 
cognitive deficits that may manifest in later life as a result of repeated blows to even a helmet-protected 
head … to someone who adopts such a jejune, bourgeois, drearily “data-centric” attitude of dispassionate 
analysis, the following question might conceivably occur: If playing football at that age really does 
involve the possibility of such impairment, perhaps … just maybe … we should consider not playing 
the game at all, at least for that age group … I mean, isn’t it the functional equivalent of Russian 
roulette, only with padding, helmets, cheerleaders, and pom-poms? (And as long as we are on the 
subject of Russian roulette ... All the painstaking research into engineering and materials science that 
goes into developing shock- and concussion-proof football helmets seems more and more to me like 
developing more efficient Kevlar body armor to protect people who play Russian roulette.  Maybe the 
solution is much simpler:  don't play Russian roulette.) Besides, such a pathologically rational person 
might continue to reason, At the college level, is there not something contradictory, or at least 
paradoxical, about spending multiple-dozens-of-thousands of dollars in college tuition and fees to 
train the intellect of someone, only to bang that finely honed cerebral cortex against others’ similarly 
honed cerebral cortices – thereby risking the destruction at one end of the college experience of what 
we are seeking to build at the other?   The answer: No, Of Course Not, you … you ... Big Ninny! Why? 
Because the more we bang heads together and risk injury during the high-school and college years, the 
greater the likelihood will be that, for those tiny-fraction-of-one-percent students lucky enough to 
graduate and play in the NFL, their capacity to empathize with NFL players’ wives will be enhanced! 
(And this is to say nothing of guys they may get into bar fights with and incidents of road rage. And pit-
bulls. And little kids.) They will feel others' pain because they will already know what it’s like to be 
banged around, and that experience will have such an impact on them … so to speak … that the prep-
and-college machine will turn out fewer guys like Michael Vick and Ray Rice. Bottom line:  bang 
enough guys around on the gridiron in high school and college, and, in several generations, a thousand 
flowers may bloom!  If not ... well ... that's just the way the old occipital bone crumbles! 

In fact, if we really wanted to turbocharge this strategy, we should probably take a page or two from the 
playbook of The Hunger Games saga and, prior to each high-school and college football game, make 
the players compete for equipment: helmets, shoulder pads, thigh pads, cleated shoes, teeth protectors, 
etc., etc. Issue them foam-rubber “Nerf” weapons – we don’t want them injured before the game, after 
all: people have paid good money for tickets! – and have them engage in faux combat for their equipment 
just like the “tributes” in the Games engaged in real combat for theirs. Hey, don’t laugh! It worked for 
Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark. At least, I don't recall Peeta right-upper-cutting Katniss and hauling 
her unconscious out of an elevator!  Just sayin' ... 

Hay-yull’s Bay-yulls! If you want a label for this methodology, call it homeopathic medicine! 

https://beguineagain.com/so-you-thought-the-hunger-games-was-fiction/
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o The role of sports fans, specifically NFL fans, in all the above   

On this matter, I can only speak from the standpoint of an interested but personally detached bystander, 
because I am not a sports fan. (The last time I got really excited about any kind of professional sport was 
in 1995 when the Mariners were in serious contention to go to the World Series, and I saw Joey Cora 
weeping when such dreams went for naught.)  Aside from the fact that I resemble a basketball more than 
a basketball player, I am at least as skeptical of professional sports as I am of religion, largely because 
in most cases there is very little difference between the two. (Try being indifferent to football in Texas, 
especially rural Texas. Now try being an atheist in John Calvin’s Geneva. Note the similarity.) Both trade 
on emotion at the expense of rationality and tend to abdicate responsibility at the altar of personality 
cults. But I can read and do math pretty well, and I also know that both religion and sports run on the 
fuel of money. If you want to know what your ticket and sports-team merchandise money goes for, try 
looking – actually, I doubt that you can – at Michael Vick’s legal fees. Ditto Kobe Bryant’s. Ditto Pete 
Rose’s. Ditto Barry Bonds’. If Janay Rice had filed an abuse complaint against Ray, and Ray had had to 
mount a legal defense, we could have counted that, also. Only Mrs. Rice’s forbearance prevented that. 
And, apart from the Rose and Bonds allusions, I have not even ventured into the fraught territory of drug 
/ steroid abuse and medical malpractice. That is what fans’ ticket and merchandise money really buys. 
And affairs will not change until the Niagara of money dries up and stadium seats cool for want of butts to 
warm  them. The free market that conservatives extol, virtually to the point of believing that it can do no 
wrong, is profoundly amoral, obeying only George F. Will’s celebrated, and entirely accurate, 
maxim: You always get more of what you subsidize. You get the kind of culture you pay for, or as 
Somebody-Or-Other ... I forget just Who ... said long ago “Where your treasure is, there will your heart 
be, also”. So if you pay money for pro-sports tickets and merchandise, while nevertheless claiming to be 
repelled by the spectacle of Ray Rice brutalizing his young fiance, you have no room to complain. You 
paid for it. You got it. 

But by way of compensation, you acquire the sublime comfort of knowing that you are a big athletics 
supporter. 
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Chapter 2 – Three-Dimensional Woman-Ball 

Well, I guess it’s about time for me to throw my 2 cents worth into the pot regarding the current uproar 
over the woman-shoving and -kicking incident involving the Kansas City Chiefs superstar Kareem 
Hunt.  After all, I myself set the precedent when I commented on the Ray Rice / Janay Rice (nee 
Palmer)  “Battle of the Elevator” (see Chapter 1). But that latter instance of astute sports commentary 
occurred 'way back in September of 2014, i.e., back before virtually every dimension of our collective 
life as a Nation had been polluted and degraded by the virus of rampant Trump-ism. So please be advised, 
I herewith announce my Damascene conversion:  I have decided that if I cannot beat ‘em, I will damn 
well join ‘em.  

So, instead of, as in 2014, excoriating the NFL, Roger Goodell, the Chiefs, the professional-jock 
subculture, and – above all – pro-sports fans who buy tickets and merchandise to subsidize all the above, 
as your 2014 Resident Skeptic would have done – I herewith propose a new game, a cognate of football, 
but designed for 21st-century, Trump- / -Kavanaugh era America to entertain us as we slide toward the 
Republic of Gideon as depicted in The Handmaid’s Tale:  the game of Three-Dimensional Woman-
Ball. The following comprises a brief sketch of the rules. Technical details to be defined later. 

Three-dimensional woman-ball (hereafter 3DWB) is played inside a skyscraper of at least 100 stories, 
although a regulation playing venue would contain exactly 100 stories. Each team of 3DWB players 
comprises 11 members. Allocated to each game of 3DWB there would be one woman, dressed in the 
ankle-length red dress and white bonnet depicted in The Handmaid’s Tale. She is not allowed to move 
under her own power, only under the power of one of the players on one of the teams.  (See there? 
Allowing women to move only under the supervisory control of men means that, even in its most 
embryonic form -- and before even the first exhibition game is ever played -- 3DWB should be hailed as 
a signal triumph of male / phallocentric patriarchalism over anything as progressive-bourgeois as mere 
gender equality.  Hunt and Rice obligingly gave us a 2D foretaste of this in a hotel just recently by kicking 
their significant others. It is only a tiny step from 3DWB to prohibiting women from having credit cards 
in their own name!) The ultimate object of the game is to score a touchup -- corresponding to a 
touchdown in conventional football ... get it? ... remember, we are going up a skyscraper -- by carrying, 
kicking, or otherwise conveying the woman from wherever she is at any given point in the game to the 
100th floor – or the roof, if the 3DWB skyscraper has exactly 100 floors – within the time allotted to the 
game (around 3 hours, real-time, not allowing for overtime play to break ties in championship 
games).  The movement from floor to floor, as well as the horizontal / planar movement on each floor, 
accounts for the "3D" in "3DWB". Each team has four chances – or, in 3DWB terminology, 4 ups (in 
contrast to downs in conventional football ... again, get it? ... the object of the game is to move the woman 
up a skyscraper ... please pay attention) – to move the woman a certain minimum distance. 

The minimum distance in conventional football is 10 yards. The minimum distance in 3DWB is as yet 
to be determined, since it is unclear how to measure elapsed 3-dimensional distance inside a 
skyscraper:  feet? meters? floors?. I would propose a 3DWB commission to work out such technical 
details. If the team possessing the woman is unable to move the woman the minimum distance after 4 
ups, then possession of the woman passes to the opposing team, either by kicking the woman a certain 
distance up, say, a staircase in the game venue skyscraper -- the 3DWB equivalent of a 4th-down punt -
- or, on 4th “up”, taking possession of the woman at the point where the possessing team failed to move 
her on 4th up. 
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Other ways to score would include, perhaps among others, a 3DWB field goal, where one team's kicker 
attempted to kick the woman up a staircase to within some distance of the top of the skyscraper (or the 
100th floor). If the woman landed within a certain distance of the top / 100th floor, that team would be 
awarded 3 points.  They would be said to have scored a "field up". (Both Ray Rice and Kareem Hunt -- 
as well as any number of other conventional NFL players presently under arrest and / or restraining orders 
for domestic violence -- provide, no doubt inadvertantly, examples of a "field-up".) In 3DWB, there 
would be no "point-after touchup", the 2D equivalent in conventional 2D football being largely a great 
yawn magnet. However, the defending team could score an "up-safety" if the defending team managed 
to sack the offensive quarterback in the latter's end-zone floor. (Again, there is a lot here that requires 
elucidation by the aforementioned 3DWB rules committee. This is just a bare sketch.) If an offensive 
player dropped the woman while, say, running for a staircase or an up-elevator on his way to the top / 
100th floor, and if the woman were recovered by a defending player, such a development would be 
termed an "up-fumble," and possession of the woman would transfer to the defending team -- which 
would now mount its own offense. Using the same woman, of course. Any 3DWB game would have to 
pause for a decent interval if a player, on any given play, suffered a disabling or debilitating injury. If the 
woman were injured, of course, game officials would simply replace her with another woman. She is 
expendable. Interchangeable. Fungible.  And any 3DWB official who, by word or deed, deigned to 
actually listen seriously to her complaints would be subject to severe and summary disciplinary 
action. This would be colloquially known as the "Kavanaugh Rule". 

As you can easily see, this is a mere skeletal sketch of the new game of 3-dimensional woman-ball. Space 
and time prevent me from going into any degree of technical depth. Though I will say that the health of 
the game of 3DWB will depend vitally, like its conventional 2-dimensional football counterpart, on a 
robust farm system, comprising colleges and universities with well-supported and -financed indigenous 
3DWB programs.  

One element of this farm system would have to be, as presently, incentives for college-level 3DWB 
players to excel. In order to preserve the purity of the amateur-sports culture, these incentives could not 
be monetary in nature. The existing college farm system is the epitome of purity in this regard, of course. 
Gambling / gaming / wagering on 3DWB games by 3DWB coaches and officials would have to be 
likewise prohibited, again along the lines laid down with such uncompromising rigor in college sports.In 
lieu of monetary incentives for 3DWB college excellence, I would suggest instead that, among other 
rewards, outstanding college 3DWB players be awarded annually the 3DWB equivalent of the 
prestigious Heisman Trophy. I would even propose that this trophy consist of a bronze statue of a woman 
dressed in an ankle-length dress and bonnet quite similar to such items worn by women in the Republic 
of Gideon in The Handmaid's Tale.  I would also respectfully suggest that this award be known as "The 
Atwood". I would also suggest that, in the interest of gender equality, the base of the Atwood should be 
inscribed in Latin with what is evidently already the de facto motto of the existing NFL, and what should 
be the motto of the entire 3DWB league:  Mira sunt, homo debet habere saltem uno omnes ("Women are 
wonderful -- Every man should own at least one"). 

Finally, a serious note ... if you are offended by any or all the above and consider it in bad taste, I submit 
that you should refrain from such judgments as long as you continue in the practice of subsidizing the 
current rape-and-assault culture so prevalent in the National Football League. As long as you are buying 
tickets, team merchandise, NFL-based video games, and contributing to TV advertisement revenue by 
watching televised games -- you are, to be as brutally candid as possible, getting precisely what you, 
quite literally, pay for. As long as you engage in these activities you have no standing to lecture me on 
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"bad taste". Doing so is a classical instance of ignoring the plank in your eye while presuming to remove 
the speck from mine. 
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Chapter 3 – We Have Met the Aliens and They Are … You’ll See …  

In the honorable tradition  of Edward Snowden, I now undertake to disclose to you, loyal readers of your 
ever-vigilant Skeptic-In-Residence, certain facts that, thanks to indefatigable and painstaking minutes of 
web-surfing research, I became privy to concerning a clandestine space project directed by NASA, the 
Defense Department, the CIA, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, CalTech, the National Examiner, National 
Enquirer, Star, Sun, Fate magazines, and similarly venerable  print media-of-record, with indispensable 
assistance from their counterparts in Canada.  The intent of the project was to send an unmanned craft to 
rendezvous with, explore, and even return a sample or a small asteroid with which the earth had a near 
encounter in early 2013. Despite the cloak of official secrecy that has been drawn around this event, it is 
time the following was made public because (a) it concerns nothing less than the discovery of intelligent 
life that is both extraterrestrial in origin and hostile in disposition … or, at least, hostile to the United 
States … and (b) because the domestic situation is calm … no mass shootings --  the news out of 
Washington, DC, would make watching paint dry look like a Quentin Tarantino movie by comparison 
...  right? -- so nothing in this country that is of any interest to anyone has been happening lately … right? 
Well, kindly allow me to alleviate your catalepsy-inducing boredom … no need to thank me. 

Like any responsible journalist, I am not at liberty to reveal my sources for the following, other than to 
say that those sources involve many long conversations with my bartender-friend Rick, consultation with 
mystic crystals on the part of his wife, and the imbibing of somewhat immoderate quantities of Maker’s 
Mark bourbon … chilled, but no ice … “straight up” … and the smoking of primo-quality green, leafy 
herbs, the latter undertaken to refine and to accelerate even my normally razor-keen thought processes. 
The story, which I have painstakingly assembled from its myriad constituent fragments with assistance 
from Rick, Mrs. Rick, et al., and by recourse to such pharmacological assistance, begins in mid-February 
of 2013, in the skies over the Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia, with the blindingly-bright streak of a great 
meteor across the sky:  the famed Chelyabinsk meteor entering the earth’s atmosphere – fortunately at a 
very shallow angle – and exploding several miles aloft in a deafening detonation that shattered windows, 
resulting in superficial injuries to a few dozen people on the ground. But, despite the spectacle, to 
concentrate on the Chelyabinsk event would be to allow the tail to wag the dog. 

For the real story turns out to be the other asteroid – asteroid D-14 or sometimes DA-14 – that quite 
coincidentally accompanied the Chelyabinsk meteor. The D-14 asteroid missed earth by a mere 18,000 
miles, i.e., about 7,000 miles inside the orbit of geosynchronous satellites. What has not been known – 
until now – outside the most secret councils of the US government is that the automated robotic sampling 
probe launched by NASA succeeded. But not in the way any party to the project intended. The first hint 
of trouble began when the retrieval capsule landed on earth, not in the North Pacific, just south of the 
Aleutians, to be picked up by a quarantine ship, as originally intended, but near Pennsylvania Ave. in 
Washington, DC -- in fact, in Lafayette Park just across from the White House. (At first it appeared that 
the retrieval capsule had indeed landed in the vicinity of the Aleutians, but this turned out to be an optical 
… “Aleutian” … ) The Presidential Protection Detail sprang into action, hustling President Obama and 
the rest of the First Family to Marine One, already waiting on the South Lawn of the White House, for 
transfer to classified locations. Other Secret Service details swept other key officials of the Executive 
Branch, including Vice President and Dr. Biden, to safety. Ditto the congressional leadership and 
Supreme Court Justices. Continuity of Government was assured. All this was either completed or was 
well under way within 10 minutes of the crash of the retrieval vehicle in Lafayette Park. Now, you may 
want to pause here to imbibe your own quantity of an adult beverage – yes, I recommend Maker’s Mark 
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– and / or to inhale the beneficent fumes of your own green, leafy herbs, because what occurred next 
almost beggars description. 

You have seen War of the Worlds, right? -- either version, Gene Barry or Tom Cruise -- where the alien 
machines emerge from below ground. Well, some cognate of this is apparently what happened with the 
crashed retrieval vessel, except that in this case, the aliens themselves emerged from the ship, stood up, 
and began to stagger in an ungainly and graceless lumber toward the White House. Witnesses, who spoke 
on strict condition of anonymity supplemented by several cases of Maker’s Mark and front-row tickets 
to Hamilton, averred that the alien party comprised six beings quite strongly reminiscent of, in fact, 
virtually identical to, the vicious, acid-blooded aliens encountered by hapless astronauts in the Alien / 
Aliens movie franchise -- in both of which Sigourney Weaver played the intrepid astronaut and alien-
slayer Ellen Ripley -- even including a simulacrum of the 20-foot-tall chief / mother alien from the latter 
movie, who was obviously the leader of the party, as evidenced by his insistence of walking far in front 
even of the alien who seemed to be his mate, despite her (?) rebuff of his attempt to hold claws. His (?) 
status as leader was also marked by the stupendous blonde- / marmalade-colored mullet or comb-over 
crowning his enormous and grotesque head. They apparently spoke to one another as they walked, but 
the aliens’ language seemed to comprise only one word, which, as of this date, has still not been decrypted 
/ translated:  COVFEFE! COVFEFE! COVFEFE! 

The party of six reeled precariously down Pennsylvania Ave., south and east toward the Capitol, always 
squawking COVFEFE! COVFEFE! to each other, pausing at 7th and Pennsylvania Ave., then due south 
on 7th, toward the National Archives building on the northwest corner of 7th and Constitution -- in quest 
of just what, no one at the time of these events dared hazard a guess. By now, quite a crowd had gathered 
along the aliens’ direction of march west on Constitution toward the Archives tourist-queue entrance – 
including Sen. Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, who feared – quite correctly, as it turned out – that 
the aliens’ ultimate destination was the repository of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, 
and the Bill of Rights in the Rotunda of the Archives building. Thither she hastened without delay. 

Hurrying inside past the queued tourists and ahead of the alien party by leveraging her privileges as a 
Senator and her name- and face-recognition, she and her brave staffer I will only call “Bill” hurried into 
the Rotunda, assumed a defensive position in front of the three great Documents of the Founding – 
thereby placing their very bodies in harm’s way – and awaited the arrival of the six-alien party. Only a 
couple seconds after her arrival, Sen. Warren was joined by a purple-caped-and-leotarded crusader 
known in the District only by his professional pseudonym “The Muller”, with a great red-white-and-blue 
“M” emblazoned on the chest of his tights, who is renowned for his ability to … well … to mull … i.e., 
to brood searchingly and long and deeply and relentlessly on any given topic, and who always carries his 
formidable “Subpoena-Tron” slung on a strap over his back, a deadly weapon that looks like a cross 
between a bazooka and a recoil-less rifle. The three – Sen. Warren, The Muller, and Bill – greeted one 
another hastily, just before the party of six aliens stumbled drunkenly into the Rotunda and – incessantly 
braying COVFEFE! COVFEFE! COVFEFE! at each other -- headed for the 3 great Documents in 
their steel-brass-and-thick-glass cases. 

Upon seeing the six teratologically deformed beasts looming inside the Archives, even the stalwart Bill, 
turning sheer white from the neck up, screamed “That's it, man! Game over, man! Game over!”  “Steady 
there, Bill,” muttered Sen. Warren, stepping forward while remaining between the aliens and the 
Documents.  Craning her neck to look the blondish-orange-crowned chief alien in the face, she 
unblinkingly shouted Get away from here, you bitch! Whereupon, The Muller, unslinging the Subpoena-
Tron and taking lethal aim at the aliens, shouted “Ah! Still need some convincing, eh? Well this should 
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do the trick!” He pulled the trigger of the Subpoena-Tron, spraying all 6 aliens with blindingly bright, 
blue-white bolts of pure ravening energy. All 6 aliens, screaming COVFEFE! one final time, instantly 
disintegrated into a veritable blizzard of … Form 1040 IRS documents and associated ancillary IRS tax-
calculation schedules, all of which, upon being shoveled up from the floor of the Archive Rotunda and 
subsequently examined by IRS analysts, turned out to be gravely and feloniously falsified in a myriad 
ways. 

“Pretty good day’s work, Liz!” exclaimed The Muller, ignoring the residual reek of ozone in the air and 
re-shouldering the mighty Subpoena-Tron. 

“Not over yet,” responded Sen. Warren, still steely-eyed. “We still have to check on the White House. 
So we ‘Moscow Russian’ over there right now!” 

“Bad pun, Liz … “ 

“Yeah … I know ‘M’ … best I could do on short notice … “ 

By then, the Capitol cops had shown up, together with a dozen or so semis to haul away the tax forms, 
and the Nation gratefully turned away to watch the cable-TV recap  of the previous season’s Game of 
Thrones, about brutal and violent nations practicing brutal and violent politics. 

GAWD! Concentrating on fiction was such a relief! 

*********************************************************************************** 

AFTERWORD 

Subsequent analysis of the telemetry transmitted from the retrieval spacecraft on its way back to earth 
revealed the reason the craft landed in Lafayette Park instead of near the Aleutian Islands. Shortly before 
it began re-entering the earth’s atmosphere, surveillance by American Aquacade / Rhyolite SIGINT 
satellites indicates that the retrieval craft was intercepted by an extremely powerful and intricately 
encrypted radio beacon that took control and re-directed the craft from the North Pacific to its eventual 
location near the White House. Triangulation and signal analysis of these records at Fort Huachuca (a.k.a. 
"Fort We-Gotcha") revealed that, while the precise location remains uncertain, the origin of the “pirate” 
signal was certainly somewhere in Russia a little west of the Urals. As of this writing, the investigation 
is proceeding. Even preliminary results are quite highly classified. 

PS -- I trust that my inclusion of "Bill" as one of the three defending the Constitution will be taken as 
intended:  as gentle humor, not ridicule. Bill Paxton's life was all too short, but he was a hellaciously 
talented actor, and, shortly before his untimely death, the chief driving force behind what I consider one 
of the 2 or 3 best and most hard-charging cop series on TV, Training Day, driven by the character of the 
brash, aggressively iconoclastic, refreshingly go-to-hell but utterly incorruptible character of Detective 
Frank Roark of the LAPD, to say nothing of his roles in Twister and Aliens, from the latter of which his 
now-becoming-classic line is taken: “That's it, man! Game over, man! Game over!” We miss you ... hell, 
I miss you. Rest in peace, Bill! 
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Chapter 4 – Another Reason to Hit the Bottle 

Admittedly, this is a seemingly trivial problem, as are all the related problems I discuss subsequently, 
but it drives me certifiably bat-shit crazy, notwithstanding. In fact, I am beginning to suspect that the 
following problems, though seemingly unrelated, are in fact constitutive of a profound and 
irremediable  flaw in the deepest foundations, ideologically and psychologically, of knowledge-based 
late / 21st-century capitalist economies. OK … enough preamble … this is my problem …  

o You know those bottles of, e.g., hand soap and skin lotion you buy that have bottle caps that double as 
pump mechanisms?  

Initially, in their right-off-the-shelf condition, those bottles’ pump mechanisms are all locked down to 
prevent accidental or inadvertent pumping-out of the contents. Quite reasonable! Quite prudent! So, In 
order to free up the pumper and thereby render it usable, and thus render the contents of the bottle 
accessible, you have to – do not ask me how – twist or unscrew or otherwise manipulate the pump 
mechanism so as to unlock the pumper and render it functional – and the contents of the bottle usable. 
My question is very simple: 

HOW THE HAY-YULL DO YOU DO THAT? 

I know how not to do it. The following do not work, at least in my experience. (However, there are 
exceptions … keep reading … ) I have tried unscrewing the knurled screw-on cap that houses the pump 
mechanism:  screwing it loose, then screwing it back on. (I judiciously omit the multiple puns on the 
word “screw’ that spring unbidden to mind as being inappropriate for a “family” column.) No joy. I have 
tried twisting and turning the pumper above the knurled cap this way and that – 180 degrees, 360 degrees, 
clockwise, counter-clockwise … you name it – and again, no joy. I have tried doing both unscrewing the 
knurled cap and simultaneously turning the pump mechanism. No joy. 

But, at this point, matters become so positively mysterious as to verge on apophatic theology. I do know 
personally some people who have succeeded, and who routinely succeed, in activating the pumper 
mechanism. My wife is one. She does something-or-other to the cap and / or to the pumper, and KA-
ZORCH the pumper obediently is coaxed into yielding up the bottle’s contents. I have even watched her 
do it. But when I try the same thing on a new bottle of hand soap … yep … you guessed it … no joy. I 
have visited friends’ houses, used their bathroom, and, in the process of washing my hands, observed 
bottles of hand soap with functional pumpers. I have even been tempted to yield to larcenous fantasies 
of stealing their activated bottles of hand soap, though so far I have resisted such kleptomaniacal 
blandishments. 

The only solution I can conceive:  whatever deity, whatever god, whatever demiurge, whatever soap-
sprite governs the operation of hand-soap-bottle pumpers simply does not love me, or, at least, loves my 
wife and my more fortunate friends more than he / she / it loves me. “Here endeth the lesson”. 

But it is not just hand soap … 

o We also have to consider the virtual inaccessibility of those infernal, religion-destroying, nihilism-
inducing, psychosis-generating bubble-packs from hell that manufacturers of OTC medications – and 
even, e.g., AA batteries -- insist on wrapping around their merchandise.  
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I am thinking in particular of those 3-packs of Allegra, my own OTC anti-allergy med. It is great stuff -
- if you can somehow contrive to extricate it from the damn bubble pack. Again, my wife is a virtuoso. I 
honestly thinking all she has to do is to recite the Allegra-equivalent of "Rapunzel! Rapunzel! Let down 
your hair ..., " whereupon the bubble pack simply ... dissolves ... and lets the 2 little bottles of Allegra 
fall free. Of course, then there is the problem of opening the damn Allegra bottle -- Allegra is especially 
demonic in this regard -- which seems to require turning the cap clockwise and simultaneously counter-
clockwise while pulling up and down on the cap simultaneously -- or if my wife is around, just saying 
"Honey, I am having some problems here," whereupon she simply waves her hand gracefully, causing 
and the bottle to fall open, all without her taking her eyes from the latest Netflix episode of Foyle's War. 

I cannot say for sure, but I have a strong suspicion that the manufacturers of bubble packs copied the 
perverse architecture of crab and lobster shells. I avoid both like Ebola Zaire. Yes, the lobster and crab 
meat are delicious. But to access same, you need a hammer and a knife made of surgical quality steel -- 
and comparable manual skills, neither of which I have. On those rare occasions when I have foolishly 
tried to eat crab, and especially lobster, I have ended up leaving perhaps a half-pint of blood on the 
tablecloth from lacerations of sharp shell fragments ... all in order to extricate a fragment of lobster or 
crab meat that would easily fit on my pinky- or thumb-nail. I walk away from the seafood restaurant 
looking like I have stuck both hands in a wood-chipper. Or I have to strike the shell with attention-
attracting violence using a hammer provided for that purpose. (There is a wonderful scene in the movie 
Lincoln, where Lincoln's lieutenants, charged with rounding up votes for the upcoming passage of the 
13th Amendment, are eating lobster at a DC seafood restaurant. One of those fellows picks up a mallet 
and strikes the lobster hard enough to produce a spray of shrapnel that would rival the detonation of an 
RPG round.) I like seafood, but prefer to devour it peacefully. Ditto my OTC meds:  the fewer shells, 
preferably none at all, the better. 

o Shrink-wrapped CDs / DVDs for music, video, and software 

Fortunately, these are a thing of the recent past. My wife and I bought a new '18 Honda CRV, and there 
is no place to insert a music CD. By contrast, my '13 Nissan Altima has such a device. This is progress. 
It saves time. It saves injury. It saves blood. There is no way to open a new, shrink-wrapped disc that 
does not entail the loss of at least one of those 3. Now, of course, you download music and video to your 
smartphone and do not need razor blades, Exacto knives, or blood-transfusion instruments to extract the 
medium in question. And you play the audio from your smartphone over a Bluetooth link. The Red Cross 
should give Netflix some kind of humanitarian award for conservation of blood and plasma. I have lost 
fractions of liters of both trying to get the damn disc out of its skin-tight sheath. No more, thanks to 
Netflix and iTunes. 

There is a still-deeper problem regarding inaccessible packaging that impinges on some conundra vis a 
vis 21st-century late capitalism. What does it say about companies that they so often expend massifs of 
money and time developing consumer products -- which they then proceed to package in such a way as 
to almost seal that product away from the consumer being able to get at it? One would think that, having 
spent all that time and money on development, testing, and advertising, it would be in the companies' 
best interest to make the product as accessible as possible, be the product OTC allergy medicine, AA 
batteries, hand soap, or whatever. 

There is also a theological dimension to this issue -- no, I am not joking! -- because, if I understand 
Christian theology aright, God created the world and all the creatures therein for the benefit and 
enjoyment of human beings, granted, with all the guard rails in place to do so responsibly so as to not 
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despoil the natural environment. If that is indeed the case, then why would a good God create a crab or 
a lobster, presumably for human consumption -- then proceed to encase it in a shell that would stand a 
fair chance of being impervious to a Stinger missile warhead, or that would, at the very least, wreak 
vengeance on anyone who tried to crack open the shell and consume it, which -- so says orthodox 
teleological Christian theology -- is the creature's raison d'etre in the first place? The latter issue alone 
fatally undermines the deepest foundations of intelligent-design, and certainly creationist, theology:  a 
God Who works at cross-purposes with Her- / Himself may be a Designer, but certainly not an intelligent 
one! One unsettling conclusion might be that, by designing inaccessible packaging, companies are, no 
doubt inadvertantly, emulating Christ's assertion that "I only do what I see the Father do".   

Yes, yes, yes! I freely and unreservedly admit that all the above are very much First World problems to 
us coddled and over-privileged denizens of the affluent sectors of the West. That my iPhone cord will 
not reach to my bed does not rival the Apocalypse. That my iPhone is only 4G capable, and not yet 5G, 
is not (yet?) worth a panic attack. 

Still ... I get into a lather because, with the soap trapped in the un-pump-able bottle, I cannot get into a 
lather. So stone me and thereby make me feel taken for "granite". Shower me with insults. As long as the 
soap is trapped in an un-pump-able bottle, bombarded men with rocks is probably the only kind of shower 
I am likely to get. 
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Chapter 5 – A Night with Bugs, Daffy, and the Seattle Symphony 

Every several years, at rather irregular intervals, the Seattle Symphony Orchestra stages a “Bugs Bunny 
Night,” in which, on a giant screen looming over the orchestra, are projected several classical Warner 
Brothers cartoons involving, not just Bugs, but Daffy Duck, the Road Runner and Wile E. Coyote, Elmer 
Fudd, Porky Pig, etc., etc., etc. All the cartoons involve classical and baroque music from various eras. 
Now, the cartoons’ soundtracks are independent of the orchestra, but the orchestra below the screen plays 
the music live and in real time – in miraculously perfect synchronization to the cartoons.  My wife and I 
attended the latest performance, celebrating the 50-year – yes! 50-year! – partnership forged between the 
animation geniuses of Warner Brothers cartoons and the great composers – Rossini, Wagner, Strauss, et 
al. – of ages past. The performance was hilarious and exhilarating at the same time. That set me to 
thinking about the possibilities – most of which are no doubt impossible – of using that happy symbiosis 
to educate kids in today’s secondary schools, perhaps even seduce them into loving the music of the 
composers represented in “Bugs Bunny Night,” and others – Mozart, Haydn, Bach, et al. -- they would 
perhaps discover as a result. 

Aside from the practical problems of bringing “Bugs Bunny Night” into the classroom, there is the 
difference between today’s cartoons and the ones my peers and I grew up with in the halcyon days of the 
50s and 60s. I honestly do not mean to sound like the classic curmudgeon lamenting how the tastes and 
standards of today’s culture have descended from some supposed Golden Age – which, in most cases, 
never even existed, anyway – to contemporary decadence. But notice that I did say “in most cases.” In 
the case of cartoons, that degeneration is quite real. Compare today’s cartoons with those of the 50s and 
60s, and you will find at least one salient difference:  in the 1950s and -60s, the cartoon characters were 
… well … they were people. I mean that in the sense that they had personalities, rather well-developed 
personalities, at that. Bugs Bunny was a person. Daffy Duck was a person. Elmer Fudd was a person. 
Porky Pig was a person. Pepe LePeu was a person. Even Wile E. Coyote and the Road Runner – who 
never spoke a word – were persons. I have yet to see contemporary cartoons that are more than simply 
animated line-drawings with a voice-over added. No personality. (In fairness, however, I should note that 
one notable exception to this insipidity are the Hanna-Barbera cartoons – the Flintstones, the Rubbles, 
Yogi Bear, et. al., who are also actual personalities.) When Bugs is directing the fat opera singer to sing 
himself to the point of acquiring a plaid facial complexion, Bugs’s voice and overall demeanor are 
eloquent of a kind of larceny that is all the more sly for being utterly devoid of mendacity and malice. 
Similar remarks apply to Daffy Duck:  there is a reason his name is “Daffy”. Ditto Elmer. Ditto Porky. 
Ditto Pepe. No flat, one-dimensional congeries of mere lines and sound effects is capable of assuming a 
personality. That these classical characters have personality renders their depiction of the music all the 
more convincing, because there are people behind the voices. So if a secondary-school teacher ever 
wanted to use excerpts from “Bugs Bunny Night” to teach her / his students how to actually enjoy 
classical / baroque music, contemporary stripped-down / minimalist cartoon characters-in-quote-marks 
would be risibly unequal for the task. My advice to such teachers: use the classical Warner Brothers 
cartoons or abandon the project altogether in the simple interest of not slandering the music or the 
cartoons. Go big or go home.   

Some examples from past performances of “Bugs Bunny Night”: 

o Strauss’Tales from the Vienna Woods as the story of Porky and his dog hunting Bugs Bunny. In this 
case, even the dog as a well-developed personality. Porky Pig is, as usual, the hapless hunter perpetually 
in pursuit of his perpetually un-catch-able prey:  a porcine version of Wile E. Coyote vis a vis the Road 
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Runner. I well remember watching this cartoon when I was a kid, and enjoying the cartoon, but also –it 
may well have been on a subliminal level -- enjoying the music. Only later did I find out that the music 
was by Strauss – whereupon I listened to just the music and learned to love it for its own sake.  

o Rossini’s The Barber of Seville … which is honored by being transmogrified into The Rabbit of Seville, 
wherein Bugs gives Elmer Fudd the full treatment, including a shave with a straight razor wielded like a 
pirate’s cutlass. The Seattle Symphony, to its enduring credit, recognized the difference between real 
violence and cartoon violence, and left the scene in the cartoon wherein Bugs wields the straight razor 
with such alacrity. I have seen cuts of The Rabbit of Seville where the straight-razor sequence was edited 
out for fear that the kiddies would think Bugs was attacking Elmer – a problem I never had as a kid when 
I was rolling on the floor on Saturday mornings watching the cartoon, which I had seen dozens of times 
by the time I reached puberty. And I also got a good under-the-radar sampling of Rossini’s great opera, 
though I was not aware that I was being educated at the time.  

o Wagner’s Ring cycle … with Bugs cast as Brunhilde and Elmer Fudd cast as Siegfried in What’s 
Opera Doc?  This is arguably the iconic instance of the symbiosis of Warner Brothers cartoons with 
grand opera. I vividly recall, as a kid, watching – over and over and over again – Elmer Fudd hunting 
Bugs and singing “Kill da wabbit! Kill da wabbit! Kill da wabbit! Kill da wabbit!” to the tune of 
Wagner’s Flight of the Valkyrie. This was my first exposure – though I did not know it at the time, of 
course – to Wagnerian opera and Wagner’s great Ring mythos. I still do not care for Wagnerian opera. 
In fact, I agree with Oscar Wilde’s remark that Wagner has “some wonderful moments but some terrible 
half-hours” – a remark also attributed to Rossini. But, in any case, What’s Opera Doc at least enabled 
me to become interested enough in Wagner’s rather heavy-handed, and Teutonically ponderous work to 
arrive at that same conclusion on my own – and to appreciate Wagner’s fury when he read that Nietzsche 
in one place described Wagner as a “make of miniatures”.  

o I am also especially fond of Long-Haired Hare, Part 1 and Part 2, in which Bugs torments a rather 
stuffed-shirt opera singer who refuses to allow him (Bugs) to sing to the accompaniment of the banjo, 
which the opera singer summarily broke over Bugs’s head. The last straw was the opera singer’s bashing 
of Bugs’s head against a tree limb, whereupon Bugs looks out at the viewer of the cartoon and solemnly 
vows “Of course, you know this means war!” The war is fought in the Hollywood Bowl, but I will leave 
it to you to discover how the narrative unfolds. My advice:  before you view either Part 1 or Part 2, make 
sure your bladder is empty. The point of all this is that art can be fun, something I have argued elsewhere 
– granted, with due qualifications and exceptions (e.g., MacBeth is not “fun”, nor is Julius Caesar). In 
fact, Long-Haired Hare is, in some ways, the most valuable of all the instances I have cited, because it 
is an antidote to the tendency of virtually all concert-goers and aesthetes to approach art with an 
expression on their faces and a general deportment that tells others they are dying of terminal 
hemorrhoids. I have seen people at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival actually hold their hands over their 
mouths to suppress laughter at, e.g., A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Long-Haired Hare is a modest but 
significant step in curing that pathology.  

o Wile E. Coyote and The Roadrunner as existentialists born out of due season … This is not a 
matter of music, but of philosophy. In particular, it is a matter of a kind of proleptic anticipation of the 
thought of, e.g., Albert Camus in The Myth of Sisyphus.  Ditto the even more pessimistic writings of, 
e.g., E. M. Cioran in On the Heights of Despair, Drawn and Quartered, The Trouble with Being Born, et 
al.:  the futility of the search for Meaning outside ourselves. Just as “the meaning of life” eludes us the 
more assiduously, and the more frantically, we search for it in some external source, that very Meaning 
escapes us, just as the Road Runner escapes Wile E. Coyote:  just when we think we are closing in on it, 

https://quoteinvestigator.com/2015/08/19/wagner/
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at the moment we think we perhaps have a solution to the Puzzle, the solution to the Puzzle sticks out its 
tongue at us, Road-Runner like, and flashes ahead of us at an eye-boggling, vertiginous speed, leaving 
us, like our spiritual counterpart, Wile E. Coyote, panting in a cloud of dust. I would even go so far as to 
say that there is something deeply, profoundly Buddhist in Wile E’s pursuit of the Road Runner:  a vivid 
illustration of the first Great Noble Truth that life is dukkha – suffering. Furthermore, and to extend the 
parallel with Buddhism, even our most strenuous efforts to capture the Road Runner of Meaning and to 
hold it still ultimately eventuate, not in peace and satisfaction, but in even more suffering. That is why 
the stock price of the Acme Co. – to say nothing of that of birdseed vendors -- has increased exponentially 
during Wile E’s eternal pursuit of the Road Runner. This is a valuable lesson, not only for kids, but also 
– arguably especially – for ostensibly mature adults:  do not make yourself miserable by trying to nail 
Jell-O to the wall or by trying to catch the eternally un-catch-able. And to think Coyote / Road Runner 
cartoons teach us this, not by way of somber Schopenhauer-esque meditations on the Will to Power, but 
through the medium of human laughter. Absurdity is often the best teacher. And certainly the most 
entertaining!  

In conclusion, I fully realize that the following suggestion is wildly impractical, but … if there is any 
way for humanities teachers in secondary schools to introduce into their curricula and lesson plans 
anything like the marriage of vintage Warner Brothers cartoons and classical / baroque music and grand 
opera, I  urgently recommend that they do so. School curricula, even at the college level, are increasingly 
subject to the dollars-and-cents imperatives of the late-capitalist marketplace, and students are 
encouraged to use their education to make a living to such an extent that they lose sight of education as 
a way of making a life. The mentality of the cost-benefit analysis is, in most places and in most school 
curricula, especially at the college level, now dominant to such an extent that art ends up being grossly 
short-changed, partially because art and music are seen as unapproachably abstract – and, frankly, not 
“fun” anyway. The Seattle Symphony’s “Bugs Bunny Night” decisively refutes that paradigm. The more 
people who are exposed to this alternative, and the younger they are when exposed to it, the better for 
the kids – and, ultimately, for all of us. 
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Chapter 6 – Updated / Post-Modernist / Deconstructionist Christmas Carols 

Now that Christmas is over -- unless you celebrate Christmas from the first Sunday of Advent through 
and including the Feast of the Epiphany -- it might be a good time to examine the political and ideological 
questions raised by Christmas carols ... which I do in this week's "Skeptic's Collection" column in hopes 
of increasing the "woke-ness" level for Christmas of 2019. No reason to thank me ... 

===================================================== 

Recently, the cultural outrage factory, never short of work, has managed to evoke a sense of high dudgeon 
about the allegedly sexist lyrics, amounting to an advocacy of date rape, attaching to the well-known 
Christmas carol “Baby It’s Cold Outside”. Before following the controversy on Facebook, I would have 
thought that this kerfuffle was just that:  a kerfuffle surfing a wave of synthetic outrage. Well … I was 
wrong. As we would say today, I am “woke”. As we would also say today, given my newfound insight 
about this once-oh-so-innocent song, I now find other well-known hymns, once considered no less 
innocent, virtual Petri dishes breeding hella-sexist pathogens of micro-aggression, latent racism, and 
incipient sedition. A few salient examples will illustrate my point. 

o “Baby It’s Cold Outside 

This, of course, is the grand-daddy and progenitor of them all.  It is obviously sexist, if only because the 
man repeatedly refers to the woman as “Baby”. But more than this, the man wants to take care of her, 
and to do so in terms of the most arrant paternalism -- “I'll hold your hands they're just like ice” – as if 
the woman is incapable of warming her own hands, and is in need of a man to warm them for her. (And 
we may be forgiven, at this point, for wondering just what else about her the man intends to warm up.) 
The woman becomes suspicious of the man’s intentions and in one place pointedly asks “Say what's in 
this drink?” In our more cynical age, of course, we would reflexively answer “Probably a roofie” or 
whatever Bill Cosby used to reduce his victims to meat dolls before having his way with them. Shortly 
after this point, the man asks “Mind if I move in closer?” to which the woman replies “At least I tried”. 
Obviously, the entire song is mere slow-motion lechery, the kind of scenario Jean-Paul Sartre refers to 
in Being and Nothingness when he describes almost the same exchange in a restaurant between a woman 
and a man determined to seduce her. The man places his hand on the woman’s thigh, but the woman 
continues to deny that what she knows is happening really is happening. A later age might call this "self-
gaslighting". But Sartre has his own technical term for such reactions. He calls them instances 
of mauvaise foi:  “bad faith” – pretending not to know that which, in fact, you know all too well. “Baby, 
It’s Cold Outside” is a ballad of bad faith. 

Or maybe it’s not. “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” is equally describable as a feminist manifesto valorizing a 
woman’s autonomy, her ability to determine how to dispose of her own body in the presence of a man 
of whose lecherous intentions she is quite aware. As Chris Willman insightfully says in his Variety review 
of the song: 

[I]t would be sad if “Baby” got put in a cultural corner for the rest of time, not because of overfamiliarity 
or the surfeit of awful contemporary recordings of the tune but because it’s “rapey.” It’s not. This is 
really the ultimate pre-Walk of Shame anthem, with no actual shame involved on either duet partner’s 
part. The song is deeply filthy, of course, by 1949 standards, and even today it should never become a 
school holiday chorale staple — which is why the video for the Bublé/Menzel version in 2014, which 
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featured kids lip-synching the lyrics, is one of the creepiest things of all time. But, returning the tune to 
the adult company where it belongs, it should be and generally is understood that this is a dialogue 
between who both very much want to get it on… but only one of whom, in the song’s period setting, has 
the freedom to explicitly say so. 

It is that asymmetry that sets the song apart from other faux Christmas carols – and I say “faux” because, 
as  Willman notes, it is not really a Christmas carol, but a hymn to the erotic possibilities of winter. 

But … who knows … the hermeneutical possibilities are endless, as befits an interpretation in the era of 
deconstruction and bricolage. So, since there is no transcendent Signified, as the deconstructionists 
assure us, what the hell … we can always opt for the bourgeois alternative:  maybe it is just a Christmas 
song. 

o Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer 

What makes this carol so insidious is that it is ambiguous as to its target:  is "Rudolf" intended to 
emphasize the alleged superior competence of competent Communist meteorologists, or is it, 
alternatively, intended to allege a similarly superior competence prevailing among meteorologists who 
are Trump supporters? No doubt, one could discover all manner of machiavellian, byzantine connections 
of this carol with either the Mueller investigation or the opponents thereof. Consider ... 

Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer could be re-read as "Rudolf the Red knows rain, dear," thereby implying 
that Communist weather forecasters are superior to their Western counterparts, at least vis a vis the 
prediction of the probability of precipitation in any given forecast. Or the title could also be read as 
asserting the same superiority among "red" voters, i.e., supporters of President Trump. 

The sub-text seems to be that if you want an accurate weather forecast, listen to the meteorologists -- 
especially those named "Rudolf" -- on Russian, formerly Soviet, state television ... or, equally so, on Fox 
News. 

o Silent Night 

In particular, consider the line "Round yon Virgin Mother and Child." Well ... indeed! ... 

This is an obvious and exceptionally egregious example of lipophobia and fat-shaming. What relevance 
does the Virgin Mary's body type and girth have on the birth of the Christ-Child? Oh, of course, a 
strategically placed apostrophe renders the above line 'Round yon Virgin Mother and Child". But other 
citations of this verse omit the apostrophe, thereby explicitly emphasizing the allegation that the Blessed 
Virgin was rotund, or, in other words and to speak plainly, fat, thereby rendering Her a fit target for all 
manner of body bigotry and diminishing simple respect for her among Protestants and reverence (in the 
technical sense of hyperdulia) for her among Catholics. The most extreme case of such lipophobia could 
even call into question the Divinity of the Christ-Child Himself. 

o Good King Wenceslas 

This carol is quite arguably the most seditious of all, both religiously and civilly.  Consider the lyrics 
carefully as to their spiritual and social consequences: 

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/05188b.htm
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Brightly shone the moon that night 
Though the frost was cruel 
When a poor man came in sight 
Gath'ring winter fuel 

"Hither, page, and stand by me 
If thou know'st it, telling 
Yonder peasant, who is he? 
Where and what his dwelling?" 
"Sire, he lives a good league hence 
Underneath the mountain 
Right against the forest fence 
By Saint Agnes' fountain." 

"Bring me flesh and bring me wine 
Bring me pine logs hither 
Thou and I will see him dine 
When we bear him thither." 

The "good" King Wenceslas, in a manner chillingly consistent with the tactics of the Deep State, now 
has breached the privacy of the poor man, and, using his (King Wenceslas') servant as a covert agent, has 
ascertained the poor man's location. Then the "good" King proceeds to reduce the poor man to craven 
dependence on government largesse by supplying him with food and fuel for the poor man's fire, thereby 
depriving the poor man of any incentive to work -- which he was doing assiduously at the beginning of 
the carol by independently "gathering winter fuel". But now, the government having intervened, the poor 
man has no incentive to gather winter fuel -- or anything else -- and is reduced to slavery and is unable 
even to freeze and starve to death as a free man because of paternalistic government intervention. 

"Good King Wenceslas" is the most succinct description yet of the way government induces people to 
turn the safety net into Speaker Paul Ryan's "hammock of idleness". 

o Jingle Bells 

Yet  another paean to rape-through-paternalism in the venerable tradition of "Baby It's Cold Outside". If 
anything, "Jingle Bells," though, is even more insidious because the inducements to seduction are even 
more recondite. To wit ... 

"The horse was lean and lank, misfortune seemed his lot ... " 

So the man driving the sleigh -- please note:  it is, as usual, a man in the driver's seat -- has, we can only 
presume deliberately, chosen a horse to draw the sleigh that is distinguished only by his (the horse's) 
clumsiness and lack of agility. Thereby tee-ing up the mishap that follows: 

"We got into a drifted bank, and we, we got upsot." 

This is a perfect situation for the man to exercise his paternalistic and chivalrous prerogative to rescue 
the woman, no doubt after some thinly veiled erotic floundering in the snow -- again, recall the faux 
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chivalry displayed by the man in "Baby It's Cold Outside". I say "chivalrous" deliberately because, 
though usually suppressed in popular accounts, the cultural foundation of chivalry and codes of conduct 
founded thereon was the tradition of courtly love. That tradition presupposed the erotic attraction of 
someone, almost always a knight, for the wife of the knight's liege lord, i.e., a cult of adultery, fornication, 
and seduction -- always concealed under an elaborately woven concealing cloak of gallantry. So the "we" 
who got "upsot" was only the woman, whereas the man's being "upsot" was an act designed to afford 
him access to a woman rendered helpless by a sleigh accident. From that point on, as in "Baby It's Cold 
Outside," the social norms of faux gallantry assume control of the encounter. 

Now that we have all sung these Christmas carols one more year -- and others I could mention but will 
not -- I trust we all feel appropriately guilty and self-reproachful. Have a great 2019! 
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Chapter 7 – A Euron Sample for Westeros (No, That’s Not a Typo) 

Like most everyone else – that is, except probably for the actual actors and staff of Game of Thrones 
(hereafter GOT) – I have only watched the penultimate episode “The Bells”. So I know no more about 
how the series ends than anyone else. Least of all do I know who ends up sitting on the Iron Throne. That 
question presumably is answered in the final-season episode next week, as this is written (14 May). But 
if the Westerosi elite were to ask my counsel about who is best suited and equipped to sit on the Throne, 
I could recur to some ancient Greek texts, specifically Plato’s Republic, for some very wise advice.  

But first a solemn warning:  If you have not seen this next-to-last episode of GOT, then read no 
farther, because reading past this paragraph will almost certainly be a catastrophic spoiler, not 
because I identify the new King of the Seven Kingdoms, of which I am as ignorant as anyone at 
this point, but because I expose other issues almost equally critical. So you cannot say you were not 
warned. 

First, consider Plato’s Republic. The Republic is a vast and ramified discussion among Socrates, Plato’s 
viewpoint character, and his friends – though mostly Socrates as the dialogue progresses – about the 
nature of Justice. To attack the question “What is Justice”, Socrates begins to dialogically, in 
conversations with his friends via the “Socratic method,” ask detailed questions to outline the essential 
issues to be clarified. The actual Republic is the length of a moderate book, so there is not enough space 
to even superficially synopsize Socrates’ (i.e., Plato’s) conclusions about the nature and definition of 
Justice. Suffice to say that, in a Platonic Republic, there are three classes of citizens:  (1) the artisans, i.e. 
people who actually make things (farmers, cabinet makers, ironmongers, etc.); (2) auxiliaries, i.e., 
soldiers who defend the republic against external enemies and presumably also against internal sedition; 
and (3) guardians, i.e., the actual political class of the republic, people who are in most intimate contact 
with the Platonic ideal of the Form of the State. The guardians – the name is somewhat misleading in 
English translation, because it suggests military prowess – are often referred to by commentators on the 
Republic as “philosopher kings”. That is a fair description, because the primary purpose of the guardians 
is to keep the state immovably centered on the Ideal of the Form of the State, a task only philosophers 
are competent to undertake. 

("So what is Justice?" you ask. Long story short, Plato / Socrates defines Justice as everyone in society 
doing what they are best suited to do: guardians being guardians; auxiliaries, auxiliaries; artisans, 
artisans. Chaos arises, the Republic argues, any time people in one category attempt to usurp the function 
and purpose of those of another category. Justice is basically minding your own business and no one 
else's.)  

But because the guardians, as philosopher-kings, are also kings, they also have responsibility for the 
more mundane tasks of political administration, adjudicating disputes among the republic’s citizens, 
setting policy, etc., etc., etc. – all of which would be considered onerous to people who by temperament 
and training much prefer a life of philosophic contemplation of the Platonic Ideal. Consequently, argues 
Socrates in the Republic, the republic must only ever be ruled politically precisely by people who do 
not want the damn job because they would much, much rather be doing something else, i.e., 
contemplating the Platonic Ideals. By temperament and training, philosopher-kings much prefer being 
philosophers to being kings. A guardian who actually wants the job of king prima facie proves by that 
preference that he is unfit and incompetent to rule. The mere desire for power decisively proves that 
you must not have it. 
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Now, from ancient Greece back to Westeros and King’s Landing. There are two and only two – as far as 
we know at this point – realistically envisionable candidates for King of the Seven Kingdoms. One, of 
course, is Danaerys Targaryean, Storm-Born, Breaker of Chains, Mother of Dragons. Up until this point 
Danaerys has seemed uncomplicatedly benevolent, concerned to break the monopoly of the tyrants that 
have held power in Westeros, with only brief interruptions, e.g., Baelor Targaryean the Blessed, who 
died by starving to death because of excessive religious fasting, and Robert Baratheon’s short-lived 
dynasty from Robert, who died from being gored by a wild boar, to Joffrey to Tommen. All of these were 
spectacularly ill-suited to sit the Iron Throne by the power-aversion criterion of Plato’s Republic. But 
for  a long while, Danaerys – hereafter “Dany” – seemed to be different. She broke the slave power of 
the Free Cities, took the Unsullied under her wing, raised the humble ex-slave Missandei to her right 
hand, etc. She seemed benevolent.  

We learned differently in the next-to-last episode of GOT:  as it turns out, Dany is a Targaryean born and 
bred, not essentially different from Aerys II, the Mad King of Westeros, whom Jaimie Lannister 
assassinated – just a better actor. In fact, and as it turned out, Dany could have given Tywin Lannister a 
run for his money as a Machiavellian born out of due season and in an alternate Universe.  But as it 
actually turned out, set her on a fire-breathing dragon – the dragon Rhaegar – point her toward King’s 
Landing and her enemies, and Dany is transmogrified into a genocidal maniac right out of any terrestrial 
absolutist empire. I was dumbfounded when I saw this. When she pointed Rhaegar toward the Palace, I 
was sure she was going after Cersei Lannister, and only Cersei. So when she began to command her 
dragon to burn people in the streets indiscriminately, I gaped so widely that my damn dentures almost 
fell out of my mouth. Cersei I  could understand. But the innocent shopkeepers, artisans, whores, 
mothers, fathers, and children thronging the streets of King’s Landing seeking safety? No. This, as it 
turns out was the real Danaerys Targaryean:  basically Aerys II with a different set of gonads. The 
problem? Dany wanted power. She lusted after it. And may the Seven help anyone who stood between 
Dany and its attainment. 

On the other hand, there is Jon Snow, for long known – and by most people still known – as Ned Stark’s 
bastard son. But – something known to only a few even at this point – Jon Snow is in actuality the quite 
legitimate son of Lyanna Stark, Ned’s sister, and King Rhaegar Targaryean, and therefore the rightful 
heir to the Iron Throne. Lyanna gave the infant Jon into Ned’s care and swore Ned to strict secrecy, lest 
Robert Baratheon see in Jon, quite justifiably, a legitimate claimant of the Throne and have Jon 
assassinated. This Ned did, at considerable cost to himself, by concocting the story about a dalliance 
while absent from Winterfell that resulted in a bastard son.   

However, it is evident from the outset that Jon Snow – whose royal name is Aegon Targaryean – does 
not desire power. He accepted the rule of the Night’s Watch only with great reluctance. Ditto his title as 
“King in the North”. Jon / Aegon does not want to be King, in the North, the South, or anywhere else. 
He has seen, e.g., in Joffrey’s brutal assassination of his putative father Ned Stark, how power can warp 
people. He is in the process of seeing it in Dany. (Actually, we all got a foretaste of Dany’s lust for power 
when she ordered the dragon Rhaegar to incinerate Samwell Tarly’s father, Lord Randyll, and Sam’s 
older brother, and when she did the same with the eunuch Varys. Now we know explicitly:  Dany’s 
dominant personality trait is sheer ruthlessness.) Time and again over the last several episodes of GOT, 
Jon / Aegon has disavowed to Dany any desire for power whatsoever, reaffirming that she is to him “my 
Queen”.   
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The bottom line:  from a Platonic / Socratic standpoint, who should sit the Iron Throne – not who will sit 
it, mind you, but who should – is a no-brainer:  Jon Snow, now ruling as King Aegon Targaryean, the 
second of his name. 

This solves the problem of who should accede to the Iron Throne, post-Cersei. But what of the future? Is 
there any way, in the future to assess the fitness, in Platonic / Socratic terms, of who is fit to rule the 
Seven Kingdoms? In a certain sense, this is an irrelevant question:  succession, at least, if the Westerosi 
system works as advertised, is strictly by birth. (Of course, this is a principle that, over the entire sweep 
of Westerosi history, at least since the defeat of the Andals and the coming of the First Men, seems to 
have been more honored in the breach than in the observance.  But never mind that now … let’s play 
games, let’s have some fun.) Now, if we were to play a “what-if” game and look at alternatives, I think 
that applying 21st-century genetic technology to the problem could give us a potentially much better 
solution. 

Though it is far from certain, even in the advanced state of genetic technology today, let alone in 
medieval-like Westeros, it may very well be that there are certain genetic markers to look for, on the 
level of the DNA, of people who will most likely grow to adulthood excessively enamored  of power. 
What are these markers? I have no idea. But I believe they could be found. (After all, there are genetic 
markers that indicate a predisposition to, e.g., autism.) Furthermore, when the technology has advanced 
far enough, it may well turn out that these genetic markers can be detected by something as simple as a 
urine test sample.   

Take Euron Greyjoy, Theon’s elder brother and erstwhile captain of the Iron Islands’ Iron Fleet before 
Rhaegar the dragon obligingly reduced the Iron Fleet to slag. If the markers for power lust were  present 
in anyone, they could certainly be detected in Euron Greyjoy, who lusted for power at least as much as 
he lusted for Cersei Lannister. In fact, as a proof-of-concept project, one can envision – never  mind how 
this would be accomplished … as I said, we are just having “funsies” now – one can imagine asking … 
no … demanding on pain of anaesthetic-free castration … Euron to pee in a bottle and sending the bottle 
away for a genetic assay of Euron’s power-lust markers. Given how pronounced Euron’s power-lust is, 
in fact, we could consider the level of power-lust markers in Euron’s sample as the “gold standard” to 
assess other candidates for the Iron Throne.  

So I would suggest obtaining a sample of Euron’s urine, marking / labeling it “Euron’s urine,” and 
placing it in an impregnable – so to speak – vault, rather like the old meter-long gold bar at the Bureau 
of Standards. No doubt being forced at sword-point by some bloodshot-eyed Dothraki warrior to pee into 
a test tube would really get Euron pissed about his urine. But perhaps he could be compensated by being 
offered in exchange free food and drink at all the taverns in the Seven Kingdoms and free access  to all 
the bawdy houses associated therewith and connected thereto. In perpetuity. In other words, if Euron 
agreed to piss for us, we would allow him to get pissed, as pissed as he pleased. Per omnia saecula 
saeculorom. En aionos ton aionon. Or whatever the equivalent expression is in the Faith of the Seven. 
Or, for that matter, in the Old Religion of the Children of the Forest. 

Now, having said that and suggested the above, I will conclude, because I have no desire whatsoever to 
get my Faithful Readers pissed at me. So I will stop draggin’ this out any longer! 

Valar morghulis and valar dohaeris, everyone!  
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Chapter 8 – Great Expectorations:  How Coughin’ Can Put You in a Coffin 

Several weeks ago, as this “Skeptic’s Column” column is written (14 Jan), I came down over the weekend 
with my usual annual case of the “cruds”:  stuffy nose, scratchy throat, sinus drainage, etc., etc. No fever, 
but inside my head, I could hear the wheezing, especially as I lay in bed at night. It sounded like a gunny-
sack filled with cats being tortured. (Apologies to cat lovers. I am one. But it sounded like it sounded. So 
sue me.) Worst of all, I could only log perhaps 2 hours sleep per night. The tortured-cat symphony kept 
me awake. 

So next morning, I hauled my sleep-deprived, zombie-ized, bleary-eyed, Walking Dead carcass into one 
of those walk-in clinics a couple miles from my house. (My wife drove the car. I did not trust myself.) 
The doctor on duty took my temp and blood pressure, asked about my symptoms, listened to all relevant 
body noises, and prescribed a codeine-based cough syrup and some tiny little pearl-like pills that shut 
down the cough with extreme prejudice. (I had taken both during several bouts with the same virus over 
the last several winters. They work like garlic on a vampire.) The cough syrup also included an 
expectorant, i.e., something to encourage my lungs to cough up the gunk that was clogging my airway 
that caused the coughing and the tortured-cat noises. It worked. I am fine now. In 2 days, except for a 
nose that was still leaking like Akaka Falls on the Big Island, I was back to normal. But then I got to 
thinking about that experience, and the prescription meds. I realized that this time, something new was 
added: the government shutdown. Following are some of the unsettling questions that occurred to me. 

o Given that the US government, presumably including the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), was 
shut down, could I expect that my expectorant would be inspected? If not, could I expect that my 
expectorant would not be inspected?  Probably, in the interest of safety, it might be best to expect that 
my expectorant would not be inspected, due to the paucity of expectorant inspectors. So what should I 
expect from my expectorant if my expectorant had not been inspected by expectorant inspectors? In fact, 
what can anyone expect from a non-inspected expectorant? What clinical specs should one employ when 
using a non-inspected expectorant? 

o For pregnant women, in the absence of the FDA, what should they expect from a non-inspected 
expectorant? I.e., if a woman is expecting, what should such an expectant woman expect from her 
expectorant, regardless of whether her expectorant is inspected or non-inspected? Moreover, that 
question applies regardless of pregnancy status:  what should any woman expect when she uses a non-
inspected expectorant, regardless of whether she is using a non-inspected expectorant or an inspected 
expectorant, regardless of whether she is expecting or not expecting? What should she expect from her 
expectorant, expecting or not and whether her expectorant is inspected or not? 

o As of the writing of this column, the government shutdown remains in effect. Presumably, that also 
means that the FDA is not doing its job, at least vis a vis the inspection of expectorants, and that, in 
consequence, it is not clear when we may realistically expect the expectorant inspectors to return to work 
and do their legally mandated jobs of inspecting expectorants? (One would think that, given his persistent 
case of the sniffles, President Trump would have a vested personal interest in assuring the inspection of 
all cold-related remedies, including the inspection of expectorants, and doing so with all deliberate ... 
ahem ... speed. At least, if I add-'er-all up, that is the conclusion your Ever-Faithful Skeptic-in-Residence 
reaches.) What should the public expect regarding the probable return of expectorant inspectors, and 
what should patients, especially those taking expectorants, expect regarding inspection of expectorants? 
In particular, would the expectorant-consuming public be justified in expecting that even the most 
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zealous and professionally dedicated expectorant inspectors would only resume work at a pace that could 
be described as “phlegmatic” … so to speak … as it were? What kind of action would be required, both 
legally and informally, to induce the FDA to – as it were – cough up predictive statistics about the 
professional performance of recalled expectorant inspectors? Until those statistics about expectorant 
inspectors’ efficiency are provided, both the expectorant industry and the Federal government have the 
expectorant-using public by the throat … as it were. Like any large bureaucracy, the FDA would probably 
not welcome what it would regard as intrusive demands for transparency. Therefore, it should be made 
limpidly clear to the FDA -- and I mean all the little "boogers" at the FDA -- that, especially in the matter 
of the inspection of expectorants, the feeling is "mucus". Anything less stringent? No ... "snot" fair! 

o To be sure, most cases of inspected-expectorant deprivation could be expected to be somewhere 
between non-existent and trivial. But in other cases, more severe cases, the consequences of inspected-
expectorant deprivation could be catastrophic:  too much coughin’ can on occasion land one in a coffin. 
In cases where expectorant deprivation is most extreme. death could be the result. I could easily envision, 
e.g., Dan Brown or Joan Didion writing a semi-fictitious / semi-historical novel about such an apocalyptic 
consequence ensuing from protracted use of non-inspected expectorants for a long period of time. 
Perhaps a working title for such a novel would be Great Expectorations. 

But ... wait a minute ... I have a faint memory rattling around in my persistently virus-befuddled mind to 
the effect that somewhere, someone, sometime, maybe in the middle-1800s, once wrote a long novel with 
almost exactly that title. Which literary personage could I be thinking of? As Mr. Spock said on a certain 
Star Trek episode -- "The Devil in the Dark," if memory serves -- "I would prefer to cogitate the 
possibilities for a time". 

But for now, the name of the mystery novelist beats the dickens outta me! 
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Chapter 9 – “Hale and Farewell” 

This was the “Skeptic’s Collection” column I wrote in my 6-year tenure as the Skeptic-in-Residence 
– that was my official title – of the BeguineAgain blog.  

In the immortal words of the song “Wildwood Weed,” “All good things gotta come to an end”.  So do 
these “Skeptic’s Collection” columns. So please consider this “Skeptic’s” column my personal Ave atque 
vale to you, my faithful regular readers and fellow-skeptics. (Both of you?) I began writing this column 
in October of 2013 with “Oil, Water, and Marriage Equality” back when the column was called 
“Thoughtful Thursday”. Terri Stewart, who at that time I had only ever met on Facebook, admired my 
snarky sense of humor in some of my Facebook posts, and invited me to join the embryonic (at the time) 
set of contributing editors to her Beguine blog. (It was also through Terri that I became acquainted with 
the folks on the Be-Zine, my other sibling community, including Jamie Dedes. My relationship with the 
'Zine will not change, as I always published intermittently with them. Both communities -- Beguine and 
'Zine -- comprise people who are civilized in the noblest sense of that word, which is often a cynicism 
magnet for alt-right troglodytes.) I was free to write on anything, any issue, any subject, past or 
contemporary, that struck my fancy, provided only that I observed the usual columnists’ civilities:  no 
personal attacks, no copyright infringement, no profanity beyond the mildly scatological (e.g., no f-
bombs), etc. So I did. 

My inaugural column on marriage equality was followed by columns on religious squabbles, contrarian 
views on the Bible and God, UFOs, satires on Trump and Downton Abbey, comic books, high tea with 
Stollen – even stolen Stollen -- at the Empress Hotel, etc., etc., etc. I even published a several-part account 
of the US Constitution and how it differs from religious law, both Christian and Muslim, and just recently 
a critique of the Protestant Reformation. But nothing is forever. 

This change is occasioned by the retirement of my wife Diane, who has worked at the Seattle Public 
Library for 28 years. We plan to travel a lot, now that both of us are retired (me from Boeing in late May 
of 2010), and, while I can take my laptop with me wherever we go, I want to concentrate on my wife, on 
the experience of traveling, and I want to allow for the likelihood that I may well not always have access 
to a decent wi-fi connection in some of the places we will visit. I also want to branch out and do writing 
in other fora on other subjects, e.g., literary criticism in professional journals on Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
Jorge Luis Borges, T. S. Eliot, et al., something that requires actual, serious research that needs time I do 
not have if I am committed to an every-Thursday publication schedule. But be of good cheer:  I will still 
appear with the occasional “Skeptic’s Collection” column on Beguine. Ditto the Be-Zine, where I have 
always appeared intermittently. So this column is more of an “I’ll be seein’ ya” instead of a hard-coded 
“Good-bye”. 

But before I sign off the ether, I did want to share with you my conclusions, based on my experiences 
over the last 5 years of being Skeptic-In-Residence. 

o As I have said elsewhere, back in 2009, for reasons that add up to a long story far too involved to relate, 
I entered on a serious study of the US Constitution, its history, and the various methodologies for 
interpreting it. (I studied interpretation theory at Exeter College, Oxford University, in 1988, so this was 
a natural fit.) This study included auditing several courses on constitutional law and the First Amendment 
at the UW Law School. It also involved reading hundreds of books on various aspects of constitutional 
history and interpretation – courtesy of some very gracious assistance from Prof. Stewart Jay in 
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compiling a reading list. (Prof. Jay is retired now, but I am still working on his reading list.) All that 
added up to what I can only describe as a religious conversion. I gained a gut-deep conviction that the 
US Constitution … dammit all! … matters, and that it deserves to be taken with unqualified seriousness. 
I gained an equally deep conviction that the vast majority of my fellow Americans are as ignorant about 
their own Constitution as a sack of rutabagas – and many of them care even less than they know. 

o However, I also learned that, regardless of how poorly educated most Americans are vis a vis the 
historical and “technical” aspects of the Constitution – remember: I used to be one of them – that they 
nevertheless, on the level of their bone marrow, know how to do the Constitution-as-verb. They may not 
know a lot about the Constitution, but they know how to do the Constitution. 

o The Constitution is utterly inseparable from, indeed, is literally unimaginable without, the preceding 
European Enlightenment, especially as the Enlightenment manifest itself in England, and equally 
inseparable from the thousand-plus-year tradition of English common law. To the extent that I have an 
overarching religious faith to replace the Christianity I have grown away from over the last 15 years, that 
faith is pretty much comprehended by the basic principles of the English Enlightenment of the 17th and 
18th centuries. And if anyone’s knee jerks and they point out that even loyal sons of the Enlightenment – 
Madison, Jefferson, Washington, et al. – owned slaves, I will answer that, not every child of the 
Enlightenment practiced its principles with fidelity any more than any Christian practices Christian 
principles with fidelity. So if inconsistency discredits one, then inconsistency discredits the other. 

o Nevertheless, I am becoming increasingly apprehensive that more and more Americans, even those 
who do the Constitution, do not understand that the US Constitution is what this Nation is all about. Not 
“maximizing shareholder value”. Not minimizing unemployment. Not increasing the growth of the GDP. 
An analogy that always comes to mind, as alien to most people as the Constitution itself, is the story of 
Esau’s selling of his birthright to his brother Jacob. Esau was fainting from hunger, probably after having 
spent time hunting game in the wilderness. Genesis 25:29-33 English Standard Version: 

Once when Jacob was cooking stew, Esau came in from the field, and he was exhausted. And Esau said 
to Jacob, “Let me eat some of that red stew, for I am exhausted!” (Therefore his name was called 
Edom) Jacob said, “Sell me your birthright now.” Esau said, “I am about to die; of what use is a 
birthright to me?” Jacob said, “Swear to me now.” So he swore to him and sold his birthright to Jacob. 

Too late, Esau realizes what he has cheated himself out of. Hebrews 12:16-17 … 

See to it that no one is sexually immoral, or is godless like Esau, who sold his birthright for a single 
meal. For you know that afterward, when he wanted to inherit the blessing, he was rejected. He could 
find no ground for repentance, though he sought the blessing with tears. 

So the US Constitution to me is, quite literally, sacred, not because it is Divine, which it is not, but 
because it is entirely human and expressive of almost universal human values and longings. 

o And speaking of the "entirely human," that brings me to another important principle I have worked out 
over the past 5 years as Skeptic-In-Residence:  the sacredness of the human. 

Quite early in that 5-year period, I described myself as an atheist. What I did not realize at the time is 
that, just as there are denominations of Christians, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, etc., so also there are 
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"denominations," if you will, of atheists. Bill Maher is an atheist. Albert Einstein was an atheist. But that 
common word covers a multitude of distinctions. Five years ago, I was an atheist. Now I am an atheist. 
But 5 years ago, I was a Bill-Maher atheist. Today, while I retain considerable commonality with Bill, 
these days, I am much more of an Albert-Einstein atheist. Now, by all means, still think of me as an 
atheist. But at the same time, and to an equal extent, think of me as a "natural mystic": someone who 
believes that human beings render the Universe sacred by virtue of what Albert Camus, in The Myth of 
Sisyphus, called "the wild longing for clarity whose call echoes in the human heart". 

What engendered this conclusion -- gradually, over time -- was life with my wife and with her family, 
my in-law family, in Hawaii. Without in any way explicitly intending to, certainly with no predetermined 
purpose, when we get together, Something is born in our midst, something I can only call the Sacred. No 
hymns. No preaching. No clergy. No laity. Just beer (or margaritas ... ), sushi, sashimi, potato / mac salad, 
rice, maybe burgers and hot dogs, maybe the occasional loco moco (if you haven't tried it, run don't walk 
... so why are you still here?), laughter, "talking story," over-the-top generosity, unconditional welcome 
... what, as a Roman Catholic, I was taught to call the Communion of the Saints, a term a bit too stuffy 
to do justice to the gentle but rambunctious reality. I first wrote of this in my account of my father-in-
law's memorial service and the sequel thereto. Wherever human beings gather with welcome and joy ... 
there is the Sacred in their midst. That is what I mean by "natural mystic". 

o Skepticism and curiosity are inseparable. I have in my life never won a Nobel Prize or a Fields Medal. 
But I do claim to have achieved one thing that is arguably of comparable stature:  despite being pushed 
and pulled and pressured by the American educational system, I have always managed to maintain a 
driving, passionate, burning curiosity. Curiosity about what? Well ... just about everything. Anyone who 
remains curious beyond high school, sometimes even beyond college, is for that reason alone deeply 
counter-cultural, even subversive. This is especially true, given the present trend toward what Prof. 
Stanley Fish calls the "monetization" of education, i.e., the prevalent belief that the primary purpose of 
education -- at times, it even seems the only purpose of education -- is to enable one to make money. I 
was fortunate enough to be seduced by the allurements of pure, gratuitous, for-its-own-sake curiosity at 
a very early age, in fact, before I was a teen-ager. I was into astronomy very early, and among my clearest 
memories of that callow time are recollections of running my parents crazy with my impromptu 
discourses about the Hubble constant, the period-luminosity relation of Cepheid variable stars, and 
cluttering my bedroom with several layers of astronomy books, some borrowed, most bought. I hope that 
curiosity has always been glaringly evident during my tenure as Skeptic-In-Residence. It was certainly 
evident to folks in the fundamentalist Baptist church of my youth, where I was a perpetual, pint-sized 
Giordano Bruno, who quickly became one of the heroes of my youth. I recommend him to you, also. 
And Albert Einstein, who laid claim to no talent other than an intense and omnivorous curiosity. They 
were my counterparts of Dante's companions: Virgil and Beatrice. They can be yours, too. Or you can 
find your own. They are abundant. 

For now, I leave you with one of the favorite maxims of the old Scholastics:  Omnia exeunt in mysterium 
("Everything culminates in mystery"). 

Ave atque vale! 
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Chapter 10 – What the “Fork” is “The Good Place” About? 

Every so often, a TV series proves to be a “sleeper,” not only in terms of its unexpected popularity, but 
also in terms of its ability to conceal profound philosophical, even theological, principles, under an 
unprepossessing but deceptive superficiality. Such a series is, and has been for the last four years, The 
Good Place. My wife and I started watching The Good Place in season one, and I initially was put off 
by its apparent – but, as it turned out, its only apparent – cotton-candy-lighthearted take on the afterlife 
and the various accompanying ethical and metaphysical problems. The Good Place is now in its final 
season, the writers and producers having taken to heart Aristotle’s common-sense rule that any narrative 
must have a Beginning, a Middle, and an End. Between the first season and now, I have become a convert. 
In fact, The Good Place could serve as a model – which I am sure no religious group will follow, at 
least, no monotheistic religious group – of the way religious / theological beliefs should be taught and of 
how lightly, feather-on-the-back-of-one’s-hand tentatively they should be held.  For it turns out that The 
Good Place has mastered the art of playing with the Unknowable, of positively cavorting and even 
having fun with Donald Rumsfeld’s “known unknowns”. Churches, temples, and mosques should take 
note and follow suit – though probably none will.  

In case you have never seen it, The Good Place follows the peregrinations of four people who have just 
died:  Eleanor Shellstrop (Kristen Bell), Tahani al-Jamil (Jameela Jamil), Chidi Anagonye (William 
Jackson Harper), and Jason Mendoza (Manny Jacinto).  Riding herd on this obstreperous and usually 
clueless group are:  Senior Architect Michael (Ted Danson) and a kind of personified Siri / Alexa Janet 
(D'Arcy Carden). The group initially wakes up, each after their respective death experiences, in what 
they believe is The Good Place. They are astonished at their good fortune in the afterlife, because each, 
during their earthly existence, were distinguished by having lived according to a consistent pattern of 
moral obtuseness:  no violent crime, but usually just petty mean-ness and obliviousness to the feelings 
and needs of others. Eleanor was a classic high-school “mean” girl. Tahani was the scion of an upper-
class British-Pakistani family, Oxford educated, and more concerned with her wardrobe and her nail-
polish color than with the plight of the naked millions populating the planet. Chidi was a professor of 
ethics at a university, and a classic instance of Nietzsche’s “Alexandrian man,” whose very encyclopedic 
knowledge of theoretical ethics paralyzed him into indecisiveness in situations where practical ethical 
behavior was imperative. Jason was basically a good kid, whose most serious offense was selling fake 
drugs to other kids, and who died of suffocation when he accidentally trapped himself inside a vault he 
and his friends were trying to rob. Such are the backgrounds each brings to the Afterlife. 

Eventually, however – granted, I am glossing over a lot here, much of which I still do not understand 
myself – the group realizes that they are not in The Good Place, after all, that they are, in fact, in The 
Bad Place, despite the repeated assurances by Architect Michael (Ted Danson) to the contrary. (As it 
turns out, Michael himself had been deceived by his Bad Place counterpart, the Evil Architect Shawn. 
Please do us both a favor and do not ask for details.) This whole issue is adjudicated in the celestial Court 
of a great cosmic Judge, who would make Justice Brett Kavanaugh look like John Marshall or Learned 
Hand by comparison. As the third, penultimate season of The Good Place ends, a decision is taken to re-
boot the whole shebang, erase all memories of the Clueless Ones’ prior experiences in The-Good-Place-
That-Really-Was-The-Bad-Place, send them to the real Good Place, and allow them to undertake 
wholesale moral reformation that will – so we hope -- render them worthy of residence in the latter. By 
now, if you are not confused, it is because you have not been paying attention.  Trust me: you just have 
to surf on the confusion. 
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This is where the fun really begins, and where it connects up with the fun – often not recognized as such 
– in prior seasons of The Good Place. (I say “not recognized” mostly because I was so anaesthetized by 
the apparent superficiality of prior seasons that I was lulled into not paying serious attention myself. I 
am now engaged in a retrospective review of those previous seasons, and the results are surprising ... see 
below.) At the beginning of the final season, it dawned on me that the following are a few of the issues 
that are being raised by The Good Place. Be it noted:  none of these issues is addressed by conventional 
religious institutions or codes of belief in this life. Apparently, if you are dying to find out how these 
issues are resolved, you have to do just that:  die. At least, so The Good Place seems to argue. 

o The whole issue of God 

God is conspicuously absent in The Good Place, both the Place itself and the TV series. I seem to recall 
passing reference being made – only once – to a kind of Great Cosmic Committee of Ueber- or / Super-
Architects Who set up the entire machinery of the Cosmos and got the whole show running in the first 
place. (If that is true, the whole Universe is the result of a committee decision, a thesis that seems 
increasingly defensible today.) But that may be a false memory, and, in any case, even if my memory is 
not accurate, there has been no reference to any Deity thereafter.  Rather, the narrative arc seems to center 
on competitions between the various Architects of The Good Place – basically, Architect Michael’s peers 
in The Good Place – and perennial conflicts between the Senior Architects of The Good Place and their 
evil counterparts, e.g., Shawn, Michael’s nemesis, in The Bad Place. This sets up a kind of neo-
Zoroastrian conflict between Good and Evil that, like its classical, this-world Zoroastrian counterpart, is 
eternally irresolvable:  neither side ever wins, or even can win. 

o The issue of authority, i.e., the epistemology of moral and metaphysical – and, by implication, 
religious – discourse 

The authority issue was originally raised by the Protestant Reformation and its explicit rejection of the 
Magisterium of the Roman Catholic Church.  The resulting vacuum of authority was filled by a 
proliferation of religious doctrines and denominations, like kudzu taking over a neglected suburban 
garden, that shows no signs of abating – yet with no way of distinguishing truth from falsehood. I 
have written about this vacuum extensively elsewhere. What we are left with – I refer to this in the third 
link above – is Jacques Derrida’s la jouissance de la signification libre:  “the joy of the free play of 
signification”. Protestants, especially conservative Protestants, and most especially of all, conservative 
Protestants in the Reformed tradition, may fulminate all they like about “moral relativism” and perverse 
interpretations of the biblical text, especially vis a vis cultural issues like LGBTQIA+ equality and same-
sex marriage. But they have only themselves to blame – assuming these developments are bad – because, 
when the Reformation rejected any and all standards of distinguishing truth from falsehood – the purpose 
of the Magisterium, slander it however you will – they left the gates of the City open to just the 
“relativism” they profess to execrate, and the spirit of post-modernist nihilism that followed in its 
wake.  All the above sounds quite ponderously academic. That is my fault. My professional training in 
textual hermeneutics – especially biblical hermeneutics – predisposes me to approach the subject in that 
spirit. I have to work my ass off at playing. And even then, it usually comes across as work. The genius 
– that really is the right word – of The Good Place is that The Good Place refuses to fall into the trap 
that the typical “Alexandrian man” – e.g., like me – is almost guaranteed to fall into:  working at 
playing. To the contrary, The Good Place takes Derrida at his word and, emphasizing the word "joy" in 
the Derridean "joy of the free play of signification," leverages the absence of moral and epistemological 
criteria, to exuberantly celebrate “the free play of signification”.  What takes work for me – light-
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heartedly playing with moral and religious issues – comes to Michael’s clueless (but are they really all 
that clueless?) charges as a second-nature habit of mind.   

I cannot but wonder how much time, toil, sweat, and blood would have been saved in the Europe of the 
1500s and 1600s if -- per impossibile -- the "Reformers" had seen the self-inflicted absence of 
epistemological and hermeneutic criteria as an opportunity to enjoy their own freedom instead of as an 
excuse to indulge in Continent-wide internecine blood-letting. The latter, sanguinary possibility seems 
never to have occurred to Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason. Least of all to Michael and Janet. Or, indeed, 
to anyone in The Good Place. In that latter sense, they are anything but clueless. One cannot imagine 
religious wars in The Good Place. 

o The valorization of Pelagian – or maybe neo- or quasi- or para-Pelagian – morality 

But just because everything is permitted does not mean that nothing is forbidden. Otherwise, morality is 
like playing tennis without a net or calling every hit in baseball a home run or every tossed basketball a 
3-pointer. Remember that the ultimate goal, the summum bonum, aimed at by the “reboot” and the starting 
of The Good Place game from scratch is to enable Michael’s four bumbling but charming charges to 
engage in moral reformation sufficient to render them worthy of permanent residence in The Good Place. 
At the moment, they are only “squatters” whose permanent residence in The Good Place is conditional 
upon the achievement of such reformation.  Right now, they are only renting. Will they be allowed to 
buy? If not, they will be relegated to Section 8 housing, i.e., The Bad Place. 

Believe it or not, this issue in The Good Place takes us right back to the controversy between two Doctors 
of the Church:  St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas.  Augustine believed that, apart from Divine Grace 
freely and gratuitously vouchsafed to us by God, there is no good in human beings, and that consequently, 
no amount of effort at reformation on our part can, by our own main strength and awkwardness, suffice 
to elevate us spiritually and morally to a degree to make us worthy of Heaven. (Among fundamentalist 
Christians, this is known as the doctrine of “total depravity”. Says Martin Luther, the Augustinian monk, 
human beings are “dung covered with snow.”) This elevating je ne sais quoi is … Grace. (A moment’s 
thought will confirm that “classical” Augustinianism logically implies predestination a la John 
Calvin:  if it is only God’s Hands on the Steering Wheel, and if we are simply along for the ride and 
contribute nothing to the Trip, then we will go wherever God directs, our individual choices 
notwithstanding. Calvin merely followed the implications of Augustinian theology to their logical 
conclusion.) Aquinas believed in Grace, also, of course, but he also believed that we can cultivate certain 
patterns of conduct – habitus in Latin, hence the English word “habit” – that, while not sufficient for 
salvation in and of themselves, nevertheless make us, as it were, “vulnerable” or receptive or "malleable" 
to the influence of Grace.  

But Augustine’s most intense animosity was directed against his contemporary Pelagius. I certainly have 
neither time nor space to even synopsize Pelagius’ teachings. Suffice to say that Pelagius went a step or 
two even farther than Aquinas and asserted that, while sin is real, it is, basically, just a really, really, 
really bad  habit – to historical theologians, this will be an oversimplification so severe as to make their 
toenails ache – a habit that could be, with great effort and discipline, overcome. The intent of Divine 
Grace is to assist this process, much as power steering assists one in guiding a car, so that, with the help 
of such Grace, we humans can, indeed, elevate ourselves to a spiritual and moral state where we can 
merit Heaven. God helps us, but does not do the Job for us. This task is brutally hard to accomplish, as 
you might imagine. But it is possible.  Pelagius would have felt quite at home in The Good Place. In fact, 
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I can imagine him kicking back with a large cup of frozen yogurt, preening himself on his foresight, and 
bragging, in the language of The Good Place, “I ‘forking’ told y’all that’s the way it is!” 

In fact, when theological push comes to philosophical shove, what we see in this aspect of The Good 
Place is a contemporary reenactment of the perennial question that plagued both Martin Luther and St. 
Augustine: how do I know -- not think, not believe, but "forking" know -- that I am good enough for 
Heaven? Again, there are no (longer) any epistemological criteria to which to appeal in answering this 
question. Long story short, both Luther and Augustine cited St. Paul's texts about Grace in, e.g., the Book 
of Romans. But that, of course, presupposes an authoritative interpretation of those texts about Grace, 
which -- one more time -- the Reformation rejected. In that case, absent interpretive criteria, we are back 
to the Derridean paradigm of "the free play of signification". That, in turn, begs the question: given those 
interpretive disagreements, do you respond by slaughtering one another at sword-point ... or do you share 
the joy? The Good Place recommends the latter. 

Finally, anyone who is acquainted with the thought of the great Sophist Protagoras of Abdera will hear 
echoes in the ethics that germinated in The Good Place. For it turns out that the basis of the ethic that 
eventually emerges in The Good Place is a variation on the theme of Protagoras:  Of all things the 
measure is Man, of the things that are, that they are, and of the things that are not, that they are not – 
usually just paraphrased as “Man is the measure of all things”. The most basic tenet of Good Place 
morality is “First, do no harm, and, whenever you can, do good … Here endeth the lesson”. The 
flourishing of the human community – these are my words, not those of The Good Place – is the highest 
priority. This line of argument is quite familiar to me. I have even written about it here and here in my 
advocacy of what I call “anthropic ethics”, where I argue that merely engaging in ethical discourse / 
debate involves the tacit acceptance of certain substantive ethical principles, for if those principles are 
denied, no discourse / debate is possible.  

See what I mean about The Good Place’s ostensible superficiality and bubble-gum philosophy being 
deceptively juvenile? When you begin to dig down into the layers beneath the apparent cotton candy, 
you discover depths you would otherwise not have suspected.  

I think that is pretty “forking” wonderful! 
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Chapter 11 – The Great Skeptic’s Baking Show (GSBS) 

As a chef, I am a great garage mechanic.  

For two reasons ... First, I have a very simple palate:  I am very much a meat-and-potatoes guy. When I 
find a very simple combination that I like, e.g., meat loaf and mac and cheese, I tend to stick with it. I 
am not prone to experimentation:  if it ain't broke don't fix it. My palate is about as sophisticated as that 
of the android in the first Terminator movie … and about as ravenous. Secondly, I am clumsy in the 
kitchen in terms of handling pots, pans, dishes, knives, etc. … basically any cooking implement. I break 
stuff. Listening to me in the kitchen – spare yourself the sickening spectacle of actually watching – is 
much like I imagine hearing the Battle of Hastings in 1066. Except not as graceful.  Nevertheless, my 
wife and I enjoy watching what has become a kind of cult favorite, the Great British Baking Show 
(hereafter GBBS), where contestants vie to be crowned Champion Baker at the end of several weeks of 
competition. And within each individual episode, they compete to be Star Baker for that episode – and 
to avoid being “voted off the island" by hosts Paul Hollywood and Mary Berry because of cumulative 
culinary crash-and-burns.  

So I got to thinking … there should be a compensatory TV series showcasing the admittedly modest 
talents of incompetent un-chefs like me in concocting dishes as simple to my tastes as the dishes on 
GBBS are sophisticated to the tastes of Paul and Mary, and consequently more consonant with my 
gustatory preferences, which is to say “spicy enough to burn through a block of solid nickel”. Call my 
series the Great Skeptics’ Baking Show (GSBS). 

Herewith some dishes I would like GSBS contestants to compete in making: 

o Spam loaf with ghost-pepper glaze 

There are three salient advantages in my being married to my wife:  (1) my wife herself, (2) my stellar 
in-law family, and (3) – most relevant for the purposes of this column – my wife’s family’s residence on 
the archipelago of Hawaii where people, 70-plus years after the end of World War 2, still relish and 
revere Spam. Seriously, I did not know Spam was so universally acclaimed on the Hawaiian Islands until 
I flew there in 1984 for my wife’s and my wedding. I love the Sky Garden restaurant at the wonderful 
‘Imiloa Astronomy Center in Hilo on the Big Island of Hawaii, among other reasons, because you can 
order eggs and Spam for breakfast and also include a side order of more Spam – not in one-molecule-
thick, translucent membranes, mind you, but in slabs as thick as small paperback books. Ditto the 
Coconut Grill, also in Hilo on on the Big Island, where you can order a breakfast with so much Spam, 
the eggs are more or less an afterthought.  You can even get Spam as a pizza topping, and as an 
accompaniment for a loco moco at the revered Cafe 100, also in Hilo on the Big Island. Suffice to say, I 
love Spam. I also love Velveeta. As I said: simple. 

A Spam loaf is just that:  a rectangular block comprising several – say 4 – blocks of Spam directly out of 
the can laid end-to-end. (Remember:  I said I have simple tastes.) As for the ghost-pepper glaze … well 
… how do you make ghost-pepper glaze? Hell, I dunno. I am not even a poor person’s Paul Hollywood. 
I only ever got as far as step 1:  go buy a bunch of ghost peppers. Beyond that, making a ghost-pepper 
glaze is an exercise for reader.  The result should be a mega-loaf of Spam with a kind of glassy sheen 
from the glaze. The glaze might even be crispy like thin glass. But instead of cutting your tongue, it 
should melt thereon. 
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Before you add the glaze, your ghost-pepper Spam loaf will, of course, need to be heated just long enough 
to melt off that yucky, quivering quasi-jelly that seems to accompany all Spam out of the can. That’s OK 
… melt off the yuck, and drain it into, perhaps, an empty coffee can. Keep it away from children and 
small animals. It’s probably toxic. Preferably bury the waste yuck in an obscure corner of your back yard 
and, just to be safe, affix one of those spiky / thorny biohazard stickers to the burial site. 

Now you can make your ghost-pepper glaze and coat it on the concatenated Spam loaves that, without 
the yuck, will now partake of a positively virginal purity – as irreproachable as a typical Yale Law School 
4L – and then bake the glaze-coated Spam until … I dunno … you think it’s comfortably warm to eat. 
Then take it out of the oven.  I recommend not eating it with beer, unless you happen to be wearing a 
pair of Depends made of solid titanium. 

Bon appetit! 

o Barbecued meat loaf with horseradish-infused mac and cheese 

Anyone can make meat loaf. Even I know how to do that ... at least I think I do. I have never tried. I think 
if I were to try, my wife would call in Predator strikes on me to save the kitchen from destruction. (See 
above remark about the Battle of Hastings.) In any case, my only modest variation on the theme is 
twofold:  (1) along with the meat loaf, mix in a generous helping of hot barbecue sauce, and (2) add 
several teaspoons of Sriracha sauce -- otherwise known as "Space Shuttle fuel" -- and work (1) and (2) 
into the meat loaf by vigorously hand-kneading the meat. Also ... lots and lots of onions.  Not Maui sweet 
onions. Real onions. Onions that fight back and do not "go gentle into that good night" of the diner's 
alimentary tract. Bake like usual for a meat loaf. How long and at what oven temperature? If you had 
been paying attention, you would not need to ask. But here is the answer:  HAY-YULL'S BAY-YULLS 
... I dunno ... when I said above that "anyone can make meat loaf," what I should have said was "anyone 
can combine the ground beef with whatever combination of embellishments and additives the chef 
envisions," i.e., I can make meat loaf but I do not know how long to bake it. 

I think I might know how to "infuse" -- a nice word I learned from GBBS -- horseradish into the mac and 
cheese.  You can use out-of-the-box mac and cheese. But before you bake same, add a few teaspoons of 
the kind of horseradish that, when eaten with prime rib, clears your sinuses as you chew.  Then bake the 
mac and cheese however it says to on the box. 

(And here is a concluding stroke of culinary genius:  before baking the meat loaf, cut the entire loaf in 
half lengthwise, stuff it with whole slices of Spam, then put the "lid" of the meat loaf back on top ... then 
bake.) 

Like the ghost-pepper meat loaf, this is not a dish that one should eat with any kind of effervescent 
beverage, alcoholic or otherwise. Such a combination shades over from bravery into sheer foolhardiness 
-- unless you were looking for an excuse to recarpet your house, anyway. Sorry for the visual! 

And again, bon appetit! 

o Bourbon / jalapeno chili 
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Make a pot of good, spicy chili.  (How? Beats-a hell outta me. There are pretty good canned chilies on 
the upper end of the price scale. Use these if necessary. Or see if you can strike a deal with Panera or, if 
there is one in your area, Texas Roadhouse to buy their chili in bulk. Panera chili is quite excellent, now 
that they have cabbaged onto the crucial difference between chili and soup. See below.) Note well:  (a) 
chili is not soup; chili is much thicker than soup; (b) chili is also not stew. There are fundamental 
ontological differences that distinguish chili from both soup and stew. There are really only two main 
ingredients in chili:  beef, ground or in chunks, and the stock comprising various spices ... the thicker the 
stock the better. In fact, here is the first test of whether you are about to eat a bowl of good chili or 
not:  pick up your spoon, stick the spoon scoop-side-down into the chili until the bottom of the scoop 
touches the bottom of the bowl, then turn loose of the spoon. If the spoon continues to stand upright with 
no support from your hand, your bowl of chili passes the first test. A mathematician / logician would say 
that this free-standing-spoon test is a "necessary but not sufficient condition" for having good chili.  I.e., 
if the spoon simply flops over into the bowl when you let the handle of the spoon go, you immediately 
know your chili is no good; if the spoon continues standing, then you proceed to other tests to determine 
chili quality. Bad chili may be thick, also, but thin chili is always bad. Thin chili -- the kind Panera 
used to make -- is usually called "soup". 

As you are cooking the chili, add a few dozen jalapeno peppers, preferably cut lengthwise, i.e., not what 
Red Robin calls "jalapeno coins". This exposes more of the innards of the jalapeno, and therefore more 
of the hot jalapeno juices / spices, to the chili. Continue cooking. Now add a good bourbon. How much? 
To taste. If you are making your own chili, do not add the bourbon as part of the cooking process. The 
heat will cause the alcohol, and much of the bourbon flavor, to simply evaporate. Wait to add the bourbon 
until the chili has cooled sufficiently to prevent most alcohol evaporation. 

Now serve the chili in bowls with lots of cheese and good crusty bread. As usual, a caution:  do not serve 
bourbon / jalapeno chili with any kind of effervescent drink, alcohol or non-. Are you familiar with the 
technical word "hypergolic"? It is a term of art in rocket design, in particular, rocket fuel. Two fuels are 
said to be hypergolic if they ignite the moment they come in contact. E.g., dimethylhydrazine and 
dinotrogen tetroxide. Well, beer (or Coke) and bourbon / jalapeno chili may be hypergolic, depending 
on the robustness of the diner's alimentary tract. 

So if you are not careful, eating bourbon / jalepeno chili and washing it down with, say, beer (or Diet 
Coke) could result in you leaving a ... well ... a "maker's mark". Fair warning. And again, sorry for the 
visual. 

o 7-layer cookies ... This is the dessert ... the one dish I actually can make -- no kidding, no joke -- that 
my wife allows me to make in the kitchen without (very much) supervision is 7-layer cookies. The recipe 
for 7-layer cookies is pretty much self-explanatory. I will only add some modest emendations, based on 
my several-year experience occasionally baking same. 

-- I use crushed / pulverized walnuts instead of pecans, but that is a matter of taste 

-- I would recommend dialing the oven down to a lower setting, or keeping the oven at 350 but shortening 
the baking time by a few minutes.  The last thing you want to do is to overbake 7-layer cookies. The 
result will be a slab of material that you could perhaps use for patching your driveway, and that might 
even be useful instead of Kevlar for ballistic armor, except overbaked 7-layer cookies might be too hard 
for that latter purpose. 
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Anyway, if you try any of these recipes competitively on GSBS, you must first sign legal documents 
absolving me of any and all responsibility for whatever gastrointestinal upheavals may ensue. I cannot 
help it if your digestive system is insufficiently robust. And remember Nietzsche's maxim:  "Whatever 
does not destroy me makes me stronger". 
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Chapter 12 – Trafficking in Stollen Goods … (And No, that’s Not a Typo)  

I have good news and I have bad news. 

The good news is that the week preceding Christmas Eve, Diane and I took the ferry up to Victoria, BC, 
where we had high tea at the venerable Empress Hotel.  The weather was cold enough in Victoria to 
make Seattle by comparison seem like a giant hot-yoga class, since both our hotel and the Empress 
fronted the harbor. Notwithstanding, Victoria was, as usual, one of the two or three most sheerly civilized 
places on the planet, especially given that the primary occasion was high tea, one of the most civilized 
hold-overs from when Britannia ruled the waves, conclusively demonstrating that imperialistic 
colonialism has its upsides. We arrived back in Seattle just in time for Seattle’s white Christmas Eve and 
white Christmas, which always puts me in a pipe-and-old-cardigan, carpet-slippers, Robert-Frost mood 
(“I’m going out to fetch the little calf / … / I sha’n’t be gone long.—You come too”). Good news, ne 
c’est pas? 

The bad news is that – ironically, because of high tea at the Empress – I was tempted to embark on a life 
of crime, a temptation I may yet not be able to resist.  So read the following as a cautionary tale in the 
tradition of “scared straight”, and take note. 

Our waitress at high tea in the tea-room of the Empress brought Diane and me the usual lavish – and, one 
more time, eminently civilized – multi-level tray of miraculous confections comprising scones on the 
bottom level with raspberry preserves and clotted cream; on the middle level, dainty little sandwiches 
that, as far as I am concerned, amply the justify the trouble evolution took to create anything as otherwise 
superfluous as cucumbers; and on the top level of the tray, exquisite little jewel-like petit fours and mini-
cookies that were miniature works of art in themselves … all of it to-die-for delicious, provided only that 
one would contrive to die in the most civilized way possible. ("I say, Color-Sergeant Smedley-Hopkins, 
old bean, is that a bloody Zulu assegai protruding from my middle abdomen with such vulgar 
prominence?") And the tea … one would need a separate vocabulary to do justice to my chai-spice tea 
and to Diane’s English breakfast tea. 

(To state the matter as categorically as possible:  Americans do not have tea. At best, we have only a 
wretched tea-like / quasi-tea simulacrum, a y’gotta-be-kidding-me tea approximation spawned -- I dare 
not say "brewed" -- by pouring boiling water over a pendulous object that looks like nothing so much as 
a desiccated adolescent-squirrel testicle. [Don’t believe me? Humanely trap an adolescent male squirrel, 
gently flip it over, and examine its testicles. I rest my case.] I have drunk real tea – i.e. brewed tea – in 
England, Ireland, Japan, Holland, and Singapore. No squirrel-testicle simulations for me! I know and 
appreciate the difference! In the most precise sense, the term “brewed tea” is quintessentially redundant. 
But I digress. Onward … ) 

After Marlene, our waitress, had brought round the tea-tray and after Diane and I were perhaps 2/3 of the 
way through the minor miracles thereon, she came through the tea-room and gave all of us high-tea diners 
fair-sized slices of what looked to be very pale fruitcake.  Now, if your experience of Christmas fruitcake 
is anything at all like mine, you anticipate Holiday fruitcake with approximately the same level of 
enthusiasm with which the Spartans anticipated meeting the Persians at Thermopylae, or that the Army 
of the Potomac anticipated meeting the Army of Northern Virginia at Fredericksburg … only less so. 
The word “anticlimax” immediately leaps unbidden to mind. Other words leap to mind, but are not 
mentionable in a "family" column. 
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But -- mea maxima culpa -- I was wrong. For the actual event was such as to inspire chastened reflections 
about the true meaning of Christmas, the immanence of the Transcendent in the mundane world, the 
inviolability of physical law, etc., even on the part of Resident Skeptics like the undersigned. For the 
ostensible fruitcake turned out not to be fruitcake at all, despite the superficial similarity thereto, but a 
Heaven-sent German dessert known as Stollen. (Out of respect for Stollen, I retain the old-fashioned 
German practice of capitalizing nouns.) 

So impressed was I with Stollen that I even went so far as to whisper conspiratorially to Marlene that ... 
gawrsh ... contra etiquette and gluttonous though it might be ... I really would like another piece of the 
Stollen. She brought the tray over and laid another piece of the Divine pastry on my plate. (Diane was 
ready to cover her head with a brown paper bag and excuse herself to the women's room just long enough 
to don her "I'm NOT With Him" sweatshirt.) When we finally finished our tea, had paid the bill, and 
were ready to leave, we took left-over tea desserts in a to-go bag. When Marlene presented us with the 
little box, Diane and I discovered that she had supplemented the left overs with four extra pieces of 
Stollen. That is what unleashed my incipient Stollen lust and thus precipitated my moral crisis. 

For the question that began to plague my steps, both then and now, was and is "Once the four extra pieces 
of Stollen are gone [which they are as you read this], how and from whence do I obtain more Stollen to 
feed my new addiction?" I hadn't a clue. My thoughts took a decidedly sinister turn. Break into a German 
bakery and steal Stollen? Lacking criminal skills, I would surely be caught with the evidence on 
me:  stolen Stollen. So I would be apprehended and charged with the crime of stealing Stollen. I began 
to hatch elaborate and -- to a mind unravaged by the gustatory seductions of Stollen -- utterly unworkable 
schemes, for example:  break into a furrier's shop and steal a stole  (mink, ermine, sable, etc., natural or 
fake fur, makes no difference) and use the stolen stole to conceal a stolen Stollen. (Perhaps most 
reprehensibly, my larcenous fantasies were not in the least mitigated by imagining the piteous complaints 
of the furrier or the bakery owner to the police"  "My stole was stolen" and "My Stollen was stolen", 
respectively.) If I were caught, the charge would no doubt be "Stealing a stole in order to steal a Stollen 
-- then steal away".  Finding the stolen stole in my possession would conclusively prove both 
premeditation and felonious intent:  by stealing the wrap I would have made it impossible to beat the rap. 
Merely writing about all this makes me nuttier than the fruitcake I eschew and always try to avoid. 

I do not know what the outcome will be. So I am unable to write the end of the foregoing story. But let 
this be a lesson to you, Gentle Readers:  if you yield to the manifold enticements of Stollen and choose 
to embark on a life of crime, remember that you must first steel yourself to enduring the penalties you 
will surely suffer if you steal Stollen to slake your lust for stolen Stollen -- no matter how skilfully you 
use the stole you stole to steal the Stollen. 
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Chapter 13 – An Eyre Heir Hare Air Error … and Other Follies 
 

From time to time, I break with my progressive sisters and brothers by publicly endorsing a position 
which they find anathema, or at least somewhat distasteful. This is one of those times. I therefore hereby 
declare that I find the capitalist system of running national economies … well … tolerable, if only 
in the same sense Winston Churchill said democracy was the best form of government: better than all 
the rest, which are worse. So … in the venerable “fair and balanced” tradition of Fox News (corporate 
motto: “No Multi-Billionaire Conservative / Reactionary Mega-Contributor Or Muslim / Kenyan Barack 
Obama Hater -- For Sincerely Held Religious Reasons -- Left Behind”), I present herewith four vignettes 
illustrating how good capitalist enterprises can be when they are managed competently. You would do 
well to put down your crust of weevil-infested, gluten-ridden GMO bread and your tin cup of irradiated 
and fracking-compound-polluted water, temporarily take the Bible out of your children's hands -- they 
can learn astronomy, ethics, American history, and evolutionary biology later -- and read the following  

******************************** 

Consider the case of the Suzuki Esteem, which Suzuki introduced in 1995. What is not generally known 
is that, beginning in 1997, the Esteem could also be bought in a version that was powered, not by gasoline, 
but … by the pressure of boiling water. The water-powered version of the Suzuki Esteem was christened 
the “Steam Esteem”. Furthermore, there were also two variants of both the Esteem and the Steam Esteem: 
either could be bought conventionally as an already-built vehicle, or, at a substantially discounted price, 
as build-it-yourself (BIY) kits which the owners would then assemble themselves. The BIY versions of 
the Esteem and the Steam Esteem were called, respectively, the Self Esteem and the Self Steam Esteem. 

Now this is where things get unexpectedly interesting. One of the unanticipated and purely serendipitous 
side-effects of both the Self Esteem and the Self Steam Esteem was that Self Esteem and Self Steam 
Esteem owners – both groups – reported spectacular improvements in overall self-regard and almost 
euphoric levels of confidence in their own general competence as a result of successfully completing the 
building of their Self Esteem and their Self Steam Esteem. So marked was the increase in owners’ self-
image that professional psychiatric, psychological, and counseling organizations even coined a term for 
the phenomenon: “Self Esteem Self-Esteem” and “Self Steam Esteem Self-Esteem”, respectively. 

In fact, during the 2000 Winter Olympics, both groups of people – the ones experiencing Self Esteem 
Self-Esteem and Self Steam Esteem Self-Esteem – even went so far as to organize into two teams to 
compete in the Games. The two groups called themselves “Team Self Esteem Self-Esteem” and “Team 
Self Steam Esteem Self-Esteem”, respectively. They even designated a lemon-lime-flavored soft drink 
as the official beverage of the two teams: “Team Self Esteem Self-Esteem Teem” and “Team Self Steam 
Esteem Self-Esteem Teem”, respectively. Unfortunately, both teams’ Esteems broke down irreparably 
two days after their warranties expired. The cost of fixing their cars was so great that, to get passage 
money home, everyone in both groups had to borrow against their houses, debts which came to be 
known, respectively, as the “Team Self Esteem Self-Esteem Lien” and the “Team Self Steam Esteem 
Self-Esteem Lien”. 

******************************** 
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I have a friend, a fisherman, who owned three Kia Souls. One Soul belonged to him, and one to his wife. 
The third Soul he used separately to haul his catch to market to avoid getting the fish aroma in either his 
car or his wife’s. This third Soul he referred to as his “sole sole Soul,” since it was the only Soul of the 
three he used for this purpose. But he fell on hard times when fish prices collapsed, the price of fuel for 
his “sole sole Soul” and his boat went through the roof. He became desperate. He was in danger of losing 
his house. So he had to sell his “sole sole Soul”. But for the longest time, the sole sole Soul would not 
sell … because of the stench of sole. 

Things were looking dark when, one evening, I got a phone call from him, sounding relieved and excited. 
“Jim!” he exclaimed joyously “My sole sole Soul sold!” That took enough of the financial pressure off 
that, between the proceeds of the sole sole Soul sale and his wife’s two new part-time jobs selling sole at 
Pike Place Market and Souls at a Kia dealership, they could just make ends meet. The relief unlocked 
great wellsprings of creative energy, and my friend began composing music: soul music, of course. In 
fact, he founded a whole new genre of soul music, which came to be known in the recording industry as 
“sole sole Soul sold soul”. So successful was the new genre that my friend formed a record company 
with its own label, which he sold … bless my soul! … for mega-billions of dollars. The trade papers all 
carried headlines the next day like “Sole Sole Soul Soul Sold”. I visited his and his wife’s mansion in 
Hunt’s Point recently. I asked him what he planned to do now that he was Romney-rich. “I’d like to buy 
a fishing fleet and return to fishing,” he replied. I wasn’t surprised. “What kind of fish will you go after 
and why?” I asked. He answered both questions at once by replying “Just for the halibut”. And so it 
continues. 

******************************** 

In a parallel universe, Jane Eyre marries Lord Rochester and uses her vast new-found wealth to found an 
airline, which she names “Air Eyre”. Also, she and Lord Rochester have a son. They revise their will so 
that their newborn son will inherit the airline. So their son comes to be known as the “Air Eyre heir”. But 
as it turns out, their son is no trust-fund baby, content to live on riches passively inherited from his 
parents. He has a brilliant creative streak in his own right … in biology and genetic engineering. He has 
an idea to breed rabbits for their fur, to “harvest” the fur like wool from sheep, and to use the fur 
to create haute couture rabbit-fur cloaks, jackets, coats, etc. This new line of genetically engineered 
rabbit comes to be known as the “Air Eyre heir hare”. He takes meticulous care of his rabbits, which are 
now turning the fashion world upside down with garments made from Air Eyre heir hare fur – now 
known as “Air Eyre heir hare hair”. He builds a high-tech environment / habitat for his rabbits. Each Air 
Eyre heir hare has its own “apartment” with a specially formulated environment. The apartment is 
technically known as an “Air Eyre heir hare lair”. The special mixture of gases they breathe is known as 
“Air Eyre heir hare lair air”. This practice comes to be known as “Air Eyre heir hare lair air" conditioning. 
Of course, the Air Eyre heir hare, being a species of rabbit genetically engineered and therefore artificial 
and not adapted to ordinary environmental conditions, is very delicate -- in particular, exquisitely 
sensitive to population pressures.  (Air Eyre heir hares are also exquisitely sensitive to the mixture of 
gases that constitute their atmosphere. A mistake in the proportion of the gases is, accordingly, termed 
an “Air Eyre hare lair air error.” A technician who commits such a potentially catastrophic error may 
therefore confess “In mixing the Air Eyre hare lair air, I erred.”) Therefore, the population of Air Eyre 
heir hares must be carefully controlled, for even one single excess rabbit would be ...  

… an Air Eyre heir hare too much. 
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Chapter 14 – Sarah Palin and the “Last Trump” Judgment 
 

From confidential academic sources, I have received an advance photocopy of the priceless and 
exquisitely fragile original manuscript of Sarah Palin's endorsement of Donald Trump, and -- after 
having spent countless hours over a hot keyboard and cold bourbon laboriously translating the text, 
often only marginally legible, from its original Aramaic and Syriac languages -- present herewith an 
annotated commentary on same, together with textual apparatus in aid of translating the text to 
modern colloquial English from the much more recondite semantic, syntactical, and semiotic 
conventions of archaic, middle-Bronze-Age GOPspeak. In order to preserve confidentiality, I must 
regretfully refrain from thanking the many people who materially assisted me ... with the notable of 
exception of my friend, Rick, the day-shift bartender at my local "13 Coins," who makes one hellacious 
mint julep! You might say Rick leaves his "maker's mark" on each sip ... or you might not. 

Direct quotations are in boldface type. 

It’s so great to be here in Iowa. 

It was nice to finally find out that Iowa exists and where it is located. How curious that I cannot see it 
from my front porch, since the earth, as we all know, is flat like a dinner plate! But then, the mysteries 
of God pass all understanding. 

Are you ready to make America great again? We all have a part in this. We all have a 
responsibility. Looking around at all of you; you hard-working Iowa families, you farm 
families and teachers and teamsters and cops and cooks; you rockin’ rollers and holy rollers! 

"Holy rollers" is a pejorative term for members of various charismatic Christian sects, primarily 
Pentecostalists, who, seized by a state of spiritual rapture, were sometimes known to roll in the 
aisles of the church during services. Fundamentalist but non-charistmatic sects were historically 
much more staid, expressing their transports of religious ecstasy by lynching minorities and 
persecuting dissident denominations' members in the early 1900s, and later, after a several-decades-
long period of enlightenment, by persecuting sexual-orientation minorities. 

All of you who work so hard, you full-time moms, you with the hands that rock the cradle. 

"The hands that rock the cradle" is a thinly veiled allusion to a sociopathic methodology of child care 
memorialized in a movie The Hand that Rocks the Cradle. And don't laugh, all you effete Left Coast, 
Obama-voting, chardonnay-swilling elitists ... it worked wonders with Track and Bristol! 

 ... when I was on stage nominated for VP, and I got to say, 'yeah, I’ll go, send me, you betcha. I’ll 
serve.' 

An allusion to the sending of Isaiah in Isaiah 6:8. God asks "Whom shall I send and who will go for 
Us?", to which Isaiah replies "Here am I, send me". Of course, this occurred after Isaiah had had his 

http://www.amazon.com/Hand-That-Rocks-%20Cradle/dp/B0058ZZOR6/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1453497720&sr=8-1&keywords=the+hand+that+rocks+the%20+cradle
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lips / mouth singed with a coal of fire and before God responded to Isaiah's willingness by saying 
"Make the heart of this people fat ... lest they repent and be healed". This is apparently a glancing 
allusion to the belief, increasingly prevalent in the Republican Party, that people who run for political 
office -- especially those whose campaigns are successful -- do so in response to a Divine call or 
vocational mandate, e.g., George W. Bush's belief that God called him to be President. Palin evidently 
sees herself as responding, Isaiah-like, to a similar call -- but without her mouth first having been 
noticeably cauterized. 

So those of us who’ve kind of gone through the ringer as Mr. Trump has ...  

A ringing affirmation of Trump's tribulations, including multiple failed marriages, 4 bankruptcies, 
and similar personal calamities, all of which left him with only a $9 billion fortune and barely enough 
money to buy his own private Boeing 757. (Reliable sources even allege that, for a time, Mr. Trump 
was in such reduced circumstances that he had to survive on single boxes of "Caviar Helper" donated 
to needy upper-middle-class people by ueber-wealthy residents of the Hamptons.) Sarah is right ... the 
man has suffered, all the more so because -- as far as we know -- he has not consummated his avowed 
desire, expressed on The View, to have an other-than-fatherly relationship with his own daughter. 

There also may be a tantalizing hint of some hermetic, mystical meaning in Palin's use of the word 
"ringer".  There are alternate texts available for this segment of the manuscript. In summary, "ringer" is 
either a misprint / copying error for the more prosaic term "wringer". Or it could be a more Gnostic-
like  assertion that Trump's spirit -- millennia before the telephone was even a glimmer in anyone's eye 
-- somehow inhabits the call-announcement physical mechanism of one's telephone or even 
cellphone:  the spirit of Donald Trump is ever present in the "ringer" as a kind of ectoplasmic National 
Security Agency potentially eavesdropping on, telephonic -- and by extension, all electronic -- 
telecommunications.  This speculation is no less provocative for being thin on textual evidence, except 
for the suggestive phrase "those of us who have gone through the ringer" -- which strongly implies 
that, if such is the case, this electronic omnipresence is an option available to all. 

Are you ready for a commander-in-chief ... you ready for a commander-in-chief who will let 
our warriors do their job and go kick ISIS' ass? 

Code-speak for "A President Trump would send a half-million members of the American military on an 
indefinitely prolonged mission to occupy the Levant", presumably to "whack Muslims for Jesus". 

Ready for someone who will secure our borders, to secure our jobs and to secure our homes? 

The job is already taken: during the Obama presidency, cross-border immigration is net 
zero; unemployment has been cut in half (technically, 5% unemployment is full employment); and 
people can actually afford homes again. 

Well, he being the only one who’s been willing, he’s got the guts to wear the issues that need to be 
spoken about and debated on his sleeve. 
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How does one wear an issue on one's sleeve? The manuscript here is perforated with holes in a pattern 
strongly reminiscent of large-caliber rifles commonly used to hunt large game animals like bear and 
moose, and double-aught buckshot, and therefore all but illegible. Wearing issues one's sleeve is my 
own interpolation of the missing text. 

Pro-Constitution, common-sense solutions that he brings to the table. 

With the probable exceptions of the "establishment" and "free exercise" clauses of the 
First Amendment, the "due process" clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, the "equal 
protection" clause of the 14th Amendment, and arguably (at least with respect to Muslims) the "Comity 
Clause" of Article IV, section 2, etc. 

 ... some would say gets in the way of that quiet generosity, and, uh, well, his compassion ...  

Unless you happen to be a New York Times reporter with physical impairments, of course. 

 ... all that hopey, changey stuff ...  

Two strange things: (a) if I recall my Christian orthodoxy correctly -- which I may very well not -- I 
always thought hope was one of the three enduring Gifts of the Spirit: faith, hope, and love; (b) I also 
thought change -- the Greek word is metanoia -- was the exterior manifestation of an interior 
conversion ... and, as such, the whole point of the Gospel message:  to be transformed [i.e., changed -- 
JRC] by the renewing of your minds (Romans 12:2). 

The manuscript concludes with an abrupt transition to eschatological-prophetic rhetorical 
tropes.  There is what seems to be -- again, the text is only partially legible -- a direct citation of 
One  Corinthians 15:52:  In a moment, in the blink of an eye, at the last trump ...  Is this a reference to 
a future Trump, the last in a dynastic series, who will inherit power from Donald ... or is the Donald 
referenced in Palin's raptures the "last Trump" as a unique historical culmination? I am speculating 
now, of course, but this sudden juxtaposition of Pauline and Palin-ian texts could be interpreted as 
explicit semiotic evidence for Shi'ite-Muslim influence on the eschatology of "primitive" Christianity -- 
or even vice versa ... perhaps ... ? -- if interpreted as a Christian parallel to the Shi'ite belief in a 
succession of imams consummated by the advent of the Twelfth Imam, who will establish a grand 
Caliphate over all the earth. If even partially true, the irony here is exquisite:  Donald Trump as 
the (Christian) Twelfth Imam. 

But, to be sure, definite conclusions are pending further research and exegesis. 
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